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THE SOUTHERN STAR is a supposedly bi-monthly publication which achieves 
that enviable status with distressing infrequency. ‘ Published at 3600 
Grand St., Columbia, S. C., and all advertisments, regularly contri
buted departments, subscriptions and letters should be- sent to . that 
address.* This magazine is associated with the "Dixie Press" and is the 
organ of the DIXIE FANTASY FEDERATION. Subscription rates: 10/ per co
py; 25/ for any three issues,
THe third issue will be out before the Denvention we hopeI



This is Gilbert. The delay in the first issue -was inevitable and 
I have no apologies to make for it; after all, no first issue is ever 
on time, and the difficulties encountered with that first number, were 
unique. The business firm where I brought my first batch of ‘ 
took advantage of my Innocence in such natters and sold me white cellu
lose stencils. Seems that said stencils are worthless, completely ut
terly no-good, After two weeks of the hardest work I’ve ever done in 
my life I discovered the fact, but then it was rather late to do any— 
thing about it. Every single stencil had to be thrown away and the 
entire thirty cut over on decent stencils, Which naturally wasn’t much 
fun.

That would seem to be enuf trouble to do any one fanzine editor, 
for at while, but then it seemed that the pro firm I’d intended to have 
do the mimeoing had given me the wrong impression of the price.. The 
correct impression was a horrible one. No such amount of monpy.'had ev
er been seen in this section of the country.

But if the comercialism shown by tho business firm was not at all 
nice, tho willingness shown by you fellows to help more than made • , up 
for it. It was more than a little overwhelming, and thanking you 
onuf is not difficult; it is Impossible. To Low Martin, to Harry Warn
er, to the Plutonians — your offer to mimeograph the magazine without 
charge was pretty darn decent and I’d like for you to know that I . ap
preciate it infinitely more than I can say, I am also grateful to 
Mrs. Jonos of tho local letter shop for her loan of equipment and all- 
around help and advice; and to Harbin's, our mimeograph supply dealers 
in this city, for their co-operation and assistance, assistance that 
went far beyond mero business courtesy. .

But most of all my thanks must go primarily to tho two people wh 
have made this issue possible — Louis and Gertrude Kuslan. Tho loan c 
thoir mimeograph is responsible for tho continuation of this magazin 
Incidentally, tho Camp, while fascinated by tho gadget, has a lot ,q 
learn about it. Wo aren’t promising anything special in tho way of mi
meographing, except that we'll do our dangdost ofi it, and will doubt
less have a fairly legible magazine by the first issue.

And let mo say hero that the bad art in tho first issue was compl
etely my fault. The originals wore beautiful, but I didn't use a ruler 
and the work showed it. Wo think that tho art this issue is an improv
ement, despite the fact that most of it was cut with no more equipment, 
roally, than a pane of glass, a stylus, and a fingernail filo for* a sc
reen.

Credit for tho forty-jkxgc idea goes to Columbia Camper, Loo East
man, poetry editor extraordinary. He b Hied the idea only one week 
after tho first issue, and Gilbert «adc a w.u. ’ring noise and promptly
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Jisaapoarod under the table. Mien they dragged him out h- «. 
loudly that they positively would not have fort? fives in 1 st®$
issue of the STAR. rty pages in the second

Wch is why we have forty pages in this issue of the STAR.
VZe hope to continue the forty pages, and issue fiitw* 

regularly. The third issue will have only ttdrtv fflor?
to have it out before the Denvention. Please, if your subscription's-.- 
pires with this issue, renevz it at once. We are usina the bo-af <*> 
of mimeographing supplies ail the way thru, with the two^ost uroiriSant 
expenditures being the special construction paper for the. covers

bOs?: and “ takes monsy- A heok of « lot o?’money 
With which the editors resume their corporate identities, Come in

a. ^i10 issue of the STAR will be devoted to art by Northern av- 
■^ists in honor of Harry Jenkins* excellent new magazine ^Ranart0 A 
ce°f fch2 JS6azin! is not< VT* «xink, out of place, sin
ce at is certainly one of the most unique things we’ve ever seen in the 
fan field. Devoted exclusively to.-art by fan Artists, the mBaxine has 
the finest single lineup ox art»work we have ever seen in one magazine 
Shu tt3 ^\€xaggerated in the slightest. Work by Fields, §?igh?’ 
Teabail, Hunt, Radcliffe, Bush, Fortier, Jones, Sayn, and knirht ‘ '

Santiinely s°?d and you’d better get in on the ground Jf]dor be- 
Press'' publication?6 “ comPletely e^sustod. It-s a dime and a "Dixie 

If we are — coming back to the forty pages — going to •- ’ 
to put out that many, it’s going to take a lot of material — gotfi

“ speaking of material, our policy is, we believe, where the 
latter is concerned, different from any other fan magazine. We are go
ing to. specialize in the light "Why I think Kummer Stinks” type of fr- 
taele, but in thought-provoking, controversy-provoking material of a 
?m^l0U3 natur$> a lasting interest. We are trying t o make °* «•>»? 
STAR as different as possible in every conceivable way, frOm the for? 
mat on up and since material is, of all things, the most SpoXnt it! 
MU we want to make ours the best. If you really have something worth
while to say in a well-written manner, then this is the mag to saw It 
w?' J?Ot £hat S™ a 3tan*Pin£ ground for intellectuals only
' a very anxious to obtain good humor, and would appreciate sseine
?<yJT>U m^ht cafe to write. Good poetry is another much-needed ' item? 
lotion will be used only when it is of a professional or near profess
orial quality. And naturally enuf, we will be happiest of all to rece- 
/e material from Southerners. Miat about it, boys?

Just in time for this issue, comes WOrd that the "Di-riId in Washington, D. C. in *42. We’ll see t&Le. ” wiU b® 
a Vh?rt 3?fy by Perx,i’ aM WUnndwri-
g ' ?oth/ 4 b? baclj next issue> with an unusu*-

finfnr ?1i Atv,JinrarJ/f material, fine art-work, much better mimeoing 
and all the regular departments. Plus a new column by the one the

Bob 'tablings", Korshak will not continue the departe
ment begun in the first issue; it’s place will be taken with Morley’s

Thi%5a® requested in a very big hurry for the second 
issue, and Morley complied beautifully, having,however, no opportunity. 
TeaiJy* t? Wlte either a very long or very newsy column. We anticinai 
te the column becoming one of ntur most popular features in coming is
sues. Watch it for exclusive professional news from America’s publish
ing center.

Don’t forget to write 'ar*4 '’et us know how we’re doingl
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"My uncle’s horse was a genius,” he informed us, ‘’but you 
how it is — being a horsu."

“Is that the horse you swear by the tall of?” asked Mac,
“The same,” •

changing the subject at all, put in Joe, “but I was wonder
ing about the second ’Panorama’,*

”0h, the sec—J So there’s going to be another issue of the STAR?”
“There most certainly is 1”
“Oh. Well, you sure caught me—uh—without a panorama, you might 

say. I mean, I’ve worked like the devil over these old stories, and \ 
have succeeded only in coming up with a batch nobody ever heard of. And 
so I am crush’, I am defeat’J You can see for yourself."

# -x- # # # %
PART II. THE CAVALIER. ■ ' •

Hi aTories mentioned in this article are from the Cavalier, and 
they are discussed in chronological order. The dates are October, 1908 
—' June . 1910, inclusive, the former being volume 1, number 1 of
the magazine. At this period the publication was monthly.

All right, sub. — go ahead:
WORLD-WRECKERS, by Frank Lillie Pollock. Complete novel, 53pp, No* 

vember, 1908,
A scientist who has discovered a way to manufacture gold is kid

naped by a gang of crooks, and they attempt, with the aid of his for
mula to gain control of the world. Our hero joins the gang, foils the 
plot, wins the gal, and — grabs off a few slabs ox the gold for
himself. Dying, the man-who-would-be-omporor.says, "I was working for 
good. . . . It’s only by force that you can do good.” 1908 — 19411 
The world wags on, but some human concepts remain fairly constant. Nice 
writing and good imagination displayed in this tale, and it doesn’t 
sound thirty years old,

A FLYER IN MARTIANS, by Jay Stanley Jackson. 7pp, December, 1908.
~ EoaxT “Trofcssor Nomi’s two passengers didn’t get to but

lost their valuables, placed in the "Space ship” for safekeeping. 
Faintly amusing. ’ ~ __

AN UNNATURAL FEUD, by Norman Douglas. 8pp, December, 1908.
A masterpfecc. Weird and horrible, and loading to a climax that 

is inevitable yet strang&ly beautiful, this story reminds one of Poe, 
while in many ways the treatment is superior to Poo. •

The man lovod the elfwater, and it was said that anything of his 
that was lost in thb waters came back to him again. But the man hated 
his mother, for she had, years ago, driven his young bride away. Always 
his mother had dominated him, and he spent his . days in wishing for her 
deaths and in grieving f£r his lost bride. At last he attempted a des
perate act, and was thwarted, but the spirit of the lost bride came out 
of the Elfwater, embraced him, and took him home.

The power of this story beggers description, and I know one fellow 
who considers it among the best he’s ever read! (The title is mislead
ing). '

THE KNIFE AND THE PAINTING-, by Arthur Stanley Weeler. 6pp, January, 
190T.

A study in psychology. Curious chain of events that ultimately 
fulfilled the prophecy of a man’s dying enemy. Rather logical,buttnot 
too interesting,

A TRIANGLE OF TERROR, by Grace Tabor. 12pp, March, 1909.
Most unusual. Writing what is primarily a love story, triangle 

variety, author introduces experiment in astral projection as mcnncLiOf 
painlessly removing the lady’s husband. The obtuse angle wins. Not for 
me nor you, laddie!”
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ACROSS A THOUSAND YEARS, by Elliot Balestier. 7pp, March, 1909„

For hundreds of years the body of the Red Earl had been preserved 
in ice, but at last, in accordance with the Viking legend, he came back 
from the sea with a priceless treasure. His descendant, Captain Neilsen 
faces him across the centuries, and received the treasure.

THE FIRE GLOBE, by Norman H. Crowell. 7pp, April, 1909.
'Tn' the Chinese outlaw city, Weeks killed the lion with one para

graph, hut while Riggs was fumbling around under the waves for the 
jools, along camo a comet’s tall and wiped out the whole shebang. And I 
don’t care if it did.

THE CHANGELINGS, by W. D. Wattles. Complete Novel, 27pp, May, 1909,
" "there’s something about this fool thing that appeals to me. Did

you ever read a story and think that you’d probably be the only reader 
to like it? Too much British and Irish accent is evident in the dialo
gue, but if you put up with that, then you might find a good bit of
what J. G. and others call good clean fun. That is, if you care for the 
Wodehouse brand. Anyhow, here’s what it is: an insane brain specialist 
kidnaps an Englisman and an Irishman, and operates, to prove a • tteu&ory. 
Result, the men are the same afterward, except that the Irishman talks 
like the Englishman and vice versa. The problem thereafter is how to 
keep your girl friend with your new accent. The developments are well 
handled, and I say it’s fantasy,

MR. POPKINSS PRIVATE JAIL, by L. H. Robbins. 6pp, June, 1909,
Millionaire EEs POpkIn set up a home for the strong-minded, con

ducted ’'for the benefit of the public.” Whenever one of the nation’s 
great men would begin to take himself too seriously, Mr. Popkin would 
kidnap him and ’’save him from himself."

PERPETUAL YOUTH, by W. D. Wattles. 3pp, June, 1909.
In 1908 they were in love, but it chanced that the lady was mar

ried, and that stumbling block in 1908, was insurmountable. ”A Magian 
lecturer taught them that growing old is a matter of the suboonoMous, 
and so they learned to stay young, and met again in 2008. But again’ 
surprisingly, the lady already had a husband. At their last meeting in 
2108 they both were very bored with life and wanted to grow old. The 
gentleman proudly displayed his one gray hair, hoped for others.

INVISIBLE, by Edna Valentine Trapnell. P. 137, October,' 1908.
Poem. Quite creepy. ■

MORNING STAR, by H. Rider Haggard. Serial, 8 parts, November, 1909.
' "it was evening in Egypt, thousands of years ago, when the Prince 

Abi, governor of Memphis and of great territories in the Delta, made 
fast his ship of state to a quay beneath the outermost walls of the 
mighty city of Thebes. ...”

I submit that that is a pretty good opening sentence; it was good 
enough, anyway, to cause this reader to swear he wouldn’t miss a word 
from there on.

Prince Abi (the villain of the piece) hoped one day to ascend the 
throno, for Pharaoh was childless; but at last, by special favor of the 
god Amon, the princess Morning Star was born. Prom the first, Morning 
Star was a bolAg set apart, a half goddess. To watch over her and 
guide her, the gods appointed a sort of astral double, called a Ka. The 
Ka was "just like me, except that it throws no shadow, and only comes 
when I am quite by myself; and then, although I hear it often, I sec it 
rarely, for it is mixed up with the light," •

With the death of her mother, the princess was roared by Asti, the 
ennhantross, and as soon as she was grown to womanhood, shared the 
throne with Pharaoh. Sho would take no suitor for husband, however, 
because she loved Rames, Asti’s son.
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Making a tour of the dominions, Pharaoh and Morning Star visited 
Abi in Memphis, and there Abi, with the connivance of the astrologer, 
Kaku, brought about Pharaoh’s death by means of a magic waxen image. 
Abi then refused to let Morning Star return to Thebes until she would 
consent to marry him. The astral Ka comes to the rescue by appearing as 
a human being and marrying Abi, while the real princess and Asti threw 
themselves into the Nile.

After a period of unconsciousness, the two women found themselves 
on a phantom ship. It was the boat of Ra, manned by a phantom crew, the 
captain of which was later revealed as the ghost of the murdered Pha
raoh, Leaving the ship, they wandered in desert country, and met a be
ing called Kopher, who was the god of all the desert peoples, and who 
had boon sent by Amon to aid them. When danger threatened, they sum
moned Kopher with a magic harp, and at last the journey ended in the 
land of Kosh, where Ramos now ruled as King.

The undoing of Abi was accomplished by the astral double, 
Morning Star, with Ramos for hor hubband, returned to the throne at 
Thebes.

To mo, it is a very satisfying story, this rare mixture of romance 
and magic and ancient times. It is, indeed, the very typo of tale I 
like best. There arc passages of beautiful description, and scenes 
that will touch you deeply, and enveloping the whole is that glamorous 
mist of occultism that' colors every episode. The gods come down to 
earth, the dead return#. prophecies arc fulfilled, and miracles stop the 
wicked in their tracks. Sometimes you have the illusion that theowords 
were actually written thousands of years ago. An eremite in an age-old 
cloister would have dreamed a dream like this,

■ft -;$■ ■st -js-

Interlude, by the aforesaid Wynburn.
$110 little asterisk dn "the end intrigued Panurgo. Ho waved a hand 

at her, and sho smiled back brightly.
"If I was much smarter,” said Panurgo, "I’d bo ravin’ crazy."
"And so?" inquired Joo.
"And so I was about to say, this is all very borin’, as you*!! 

readily admit."
Joe, catching tho cue, remarked, "Av/ — well — J"
"It seems, like you or mo, one or' tho other,ought to say right 

here that even if the whole dam’ article does appear summat monotonous, 
we are doing something."

"Something?"
"We are making a god-durn exhaustive study," said Panurge. "Some

body in the fan world ought to appreciate that, oughtn’t they, for gosh 
sakes? We are giving them the works, such as they, nooning the works, 
are. Wo are skipping nothing: nothing that even borders on fantasy is 
escaping our several eagle eyes. So far as the Munsey mags go, wo are 
covering the field; and when the story is no good, we say so, don’t we?

(Continued on Page 21)

Yngvi Is Not A Louse I Concluded from page 4,.

Help mo please, gcntlomcnj Write Mr. de Camp requesting —- nay, 
demanding «— that ho release my poor partner, And romomber, please:

I am not a louse. Yehudi is. “•
Yours most sincerely,





-Virginia -

EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS; A CRITIQUE

by

L. R. Chauvonet -■ Article •

If popular success be considered any indication of literary great 
ness, then it is Impossible to deny such a quality to Edgar Rico Bur
roughs, whoso Tarzan stories and other talcs have sold . millions of 
copies in virtually every language spoken By any significant number of 
people. Nevertheless, examination of ERB’o works-.not pnly sho that 
they are far from being what the intellectuals classify as great lit
erature, but may servo to Show us the secret of their popular favor.

To consider tho latter aspect first, lot us begin with hRB’s fir
st two books — "The Outlaw of Torn", which was a flop, and Tarzan of 
the ■’■Apes”, which became an immediate success, Thore is no real dif
ference between the styles of the two works - in each book the hero 
overcomes insuperable odds and rescues the heroine irom a a c w ° 

" The sotting of the Outlaw, however, is in some part trls- 
J. specifically, feudal England, when the borons wore power- . 

to* cow John, the weak king, and every nobleman’s home was 
This background hampered ERB; the terrific fo- 

historical settings could not bo seem 
a flmdamcntal incongruity of plausible

than death 
torical — 
ful enough-
lit or ally his castle 
ats of his hcj?o. securing in seem

out of place. There was
and shoorly fictional events. Perhaps, also, ERB struck at the
wrong ti?m 
currency :

, Tho vogue for historical novels has only reached extensive 
since tho w.k, Gone With The Wind, of recent date, At any

rate

hooks

Outlaw of 
Burroughs 

camo from

Torn did not sell, 
himself has recorded that the genesis of many of his

tedious sl-eoploes hours. This is, indeed, by no means hard 
to believe. Tho ceaseless narrow escapes de have a great doal -of the 
fantastic and dream-like about them. Strictly artificial, however, is 
tho device ERB has so long relied on interrupting action at criti
cal points to take up tho story of other characters, until those, too, 
ere placed in jeopardy, after which, under thp rules 01 the game, i 
becomes permissible to go back and save the first party. It would be 
hard to say how much the success of Tarzan was helped by thio so
mewhat crude method of story-telling. It is at least certain that the 
setting of a tropical jungle where nothing in tho nature of viaion* 
co and°suddon death soems out of place, helped a great deal. Thon ag
ain in having Tarzan at once an English lord, and a savage ape, ERB 
demonstratod his genius by managing a simultaneous appeal to the snob 
bery and secret rebellion against civilized customs which are to be fo 
und in the average person. Mowgli could boast no royal blood in his 
veins, and in the jungle of Kipling, animals for which the average per 
son feels few sympathies appeared wiser than humans. Compare Kaa, the 

17 ■ - - n -- - - * — ■*---------- -■e> —  ---------— rm-'phy

tod t© pa

python, with Histah, the snake, for an Instance of my meaning. The 
sical prowess of Tarzan, as contrasted with the cunning of Mowgli, 
lustrates another great difference between the two jungle heroes, 
even the most cursory student of human nature in the mass could 
predicted t hat physical prowess would win more admiration. And 1 
The average person has muscles; he can imagine them much stronger 
cles, and °sn ■’.can place himself in the role of Tarzan., OOn• average ■-per r 
son does not have brains; he cannot, if normally dull-witted, imagine 
himself as clever, and the role of Mowgli becomes distasteful '-to him. 
Hence the immense sa.le of Tarzan —— and the continued _ popularity of 
the Jungle Books among comparatively few.

il-
and 

have 
wiry? 
imis*
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The adventures of Tarzan, read on top of each other, make incredi
ble reading but in any given volume ERB can induce a certain specious 
acceptance of his adventures. But when Tarzan removes lions as easily 
as caterpillars, when he is tossed overboard out of sight of land and 
survives, when he is dragged under by a crocodile.and still ' ives, when 
neither ’Tarzan nor anyone else in whom ERB is Interested is ever ac
tually killed when bound to a stake around which dance howling savages, 
(which seems a bit unfair to the savages’) when all these things have 
been noticed, the reader cannot avoid acquiring a somewhat bored faith 
in Tarzan’s immortality. This detracts a great deal from the interest 
in many of ERB’s most spectacular scenes. When Tarzan faces certain 
death bound on the altar of Opar — fear not, for if nothing else, 
then the priestess who is to sacrifice him will save him instead. If it 
is the altar of A-Lur on which Taraan lies, then look for the appear
ance of Korac, his son, just in time. One wonders somewhat why ERB 
rescuers neve^ happen to arrive a few minutes or hours before the zero

— nut ERB is economical, and if 15 seconds will suffice to save 
&is meal-ticket, it would be silly to use more, so ho must reason.

Quite naturally, when ERB came to write stories dealing with other 
than Tarzan’s adventures, he employed many of the methods used in pro
moting his earlier hero. Thus, John Carter boars a life no less charm
ed than Tarzan's, but a piquant element is introduced in the lack of 
control ove r his interplanetary transportation which ■ bothers him at 
times. Still when Thurid finds Carter climbing up' a high building and 
kicks him back over the edge, ERB violates all known lawa of psycholo
gy in that Carter is saved because Thurid, who hates him bitterly, does 
not come to the odge of the building to gloat over his enemy’s death, 
and so does not notice Carter's miraculous preservation, which he could 
speedily have ended. This episode somewhat disgusted me. One can put up 
with only so much. And, of course, the Ras Thavak stories — in par
ticular the latest Giant ri' Mars are far lesser affairs than were 
the earlier Martian stories. The Venuisan tales are equally negligible.

The Bellicudar adventures, however, are fresher and more vigorous 
— until Tarzan is dragged in for no reason — unfairly, I could not 
help but feel. I rather liked At The Earth’s Core and Pellicudar — 
particularly in respect to the attempt to forge a new civilization on 
better principles than those in current use.

Of the other books, The War Chief is not without Interest, dealing 
as it does with Geronimo, 1st great Apache Chieftain. But of them all, 
two stand out, namely, The Land That Time Forgot, and The Moon Maid. I 
have a strong suspicion that Richard Tooker’s The Tomb of Time more 
convincingly portrays what might be really expected of a survived sec
tion of the past, But ERB’s wonderful and divcrtingly fantastic theme 
in The Land That Time Forgot is more striking. If it escapes rank as 
Burrough's best, it is only because of a certain superfluity of charac
ters and a persistent over-thrillingness of episode is retained from 
Tarzan and other works.

My nomination for Burroughs' masterpiece must remain The Moon 
Maid. ‘’l speak of the complete trilogy published under that title, not 
merely of the first -of the three. To mg, the second part, telling of 
life among the conquered race and rebellion against the moon hordes is 
Burroughs writing as he has all too seldom bothered to write. Then, in 
the third part, I am especially appreciative of the passing comments on 
the new forgotten past achievements of man.

Inasmuch as'I have already indicated Burroughs' salient literary 
defects, I will conclude by listing those scenes from his books which 

(Concluded on page 16)



—"by . . .
FRED W. FJSCHBR

■■■ -oil, the "irst iflr.xt? of Y*! ' LQVT'ITRN STAR • has been soundly 
spanked and put to bed, and the two x»ii:ic doodlers Joe Gilbert and 
Art Sehnert can get down to business and attempt to put out the dream 
magazine of fandom. No J I don’t mean a magazine that lulls the reader 
to sleep, so please swallow that unkind crack on the very verge of 
utterance.

I’ve had any number of nice letters telling me how well-done my 
first column was. Perhaps "well-done11 is an understatement, "Thorough
ly roasted" might better describe my efforts. Anyway, I’ve had any 
number, of nice letters (take a finger from one to ten) — and thank 
you so much, Lew Martin, for your kind remarks. If it weren’t for you 
I’d NEVER get any mail. This fellow Low Martin is one of my ' favorite 
characters, readers. Or reader, as the case may be. After all,. some
body proof-reads this column. Lev/ writes: "I always road your ar
ticles first in any mag that contains your stuff, for you are the most 
consistantly excellent writer, both in style and ideas, in the fan 
field."

If I’ve said it once I've said it a dozen times. Lew Martin is 
one of the most brilliant and discerning characters I’ve ever known. 
He has an uncanny ability to recognize genius no matter what form it 
may take. The fact that he owes me money has nothing to do, of course, 
with his comments. Ho still owes mo money. I was never one to cancel 
a collection for a compliment and a slightly-used cigar coupon.

Sut to got down to business and to dispense information as my 
first step in do-ing so, lot me advise Goo.rgc Fenton, who asked me (and 
the rest of you who didn't), that T”.! WEINBAUM MEMORIAL EDITION con
tained a photograph of Wcinbaum, a foreword by the president of the 
Milwaukee Fictioncors, and the following stories: THE DAWN OF FLAME, 
MAD MOON, A MARTIAN ODYSSEY, THE WORLDS OF IF, THE ADA!HIVE ULTIMATE, 
THE LOTUS EAT.RS, and THE RED PERRI. It was a beautifully bound vol
ume and a tribute to Weinbaum’s writing ability.

And apropos of a satisfactory bridge between paragraphs of entire 
ly unrelated subjects, allow me to quote Charles Fort: "I think we're 
property. I should say we belong to something: That once upon a time 
this earth was .':o-Man's land, that other worlds explored and colonized 
here, and fought among tht.’.selves for possession, but that now it's 
owned by something: That something owns this earth — all others are 
warned off.

-----That all this has been known, perhaps for ages, to certain 
ones upon this earth, a cult or order, members of which function like 
bellwethers to the rest of us, or as superior slaves or overseers, 
directing us in accordance with instructions received «—— from some-
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where else —- in our mysterious usefulness.” .
Brrrrrr! The thought makes one uncomfortable, doesn’t it? Bven 

though I’ve read that plot in more than a million words of fiction: 
SINISTER BARRIER, GIANTS IN THE SKY, , "/HEN NE’,7 YORK VANISHED, THE 
BLIND SPOT, THE MAN WHO COULD WORK MxRACLES. It’s disquieting. I 
think I’ll go climb into bed and pull the covers over my head. 
Perhaps the superdroopers are at this very moment reading over my 
shoulder — eeeeeeeeeeeek!

• In connection with this idea of beings from beyond who might not 
only control our destinies but might also do a bit of body-snatching 
on the side in order to conduct laboratory experiments or merely for 
the purpose of studying the genus homo, what other explanation is th
ere for the disappearance of the ill-f-ated crew of the Mary Cel
este? . ,

Most of you have heard of the Mary Celeste, but a story so 
strange bears repeating. Therefore: .

On December 5, 1872, a British ship sighted the Mary Celeste 
approximately 400 miles off Gibralter, and noted that she was yawing 
and traveling an obviously aimless course. Upon investigation it was 
discovered that no one was at the helm---- nobody was on deck. 'A 
boarding party was sent over to solve the mystery of the drifting 
ship, and although they loudly called out above and below decks not a 
soul could they rouse -— because the Mary Celeste was devoid of 
master, of crew, of living creatures. .

The lifeboat was there. The cargo was there. Food was there, and 
water in plentiful Quantities. Clothing for tho seamen was locrt« 
ed neatly in the forecastle in-the usual sailorly manner, a few under 
garments even hanging on a line. xhe mate had been doing a sum — 
still unfinished — on a piece of paper at the table in his cabin. In 
a sewing machine there was still a child’s dress, and on the table 
were four partially-eaten breakfasts. ■

Of panic or trouble or mutiny there was no evidence whatsoever. 
Everything was present and accounted for except the seafarers (the 
master, his family, and his crew), the ship’s papers, and the chrono
meter.

In November, 1872, the Mary Celeste sailed from New York bound 
for Genoa, and there were two score people aboard. By December 5 at 
high noon she was deserted by even the rats in the. hold, and only God 
and the trade winds were piloting her over the mysterious sea. ;

Charles Fort has gone on. Perhaps now he knows the anwer to .all 
mysteries — even this one which so vastly intrigued him. Teleporta
tion, he would have called it, or seizure by masters from the immens
ity about us. No sensible explanation has ever been brought forward 
to explain the mystery of the Mary Celeste, and many people have' 
attempted to solve the riddle. Recently, on the program WE, THE 
PEOPLE, the son of the British seaman who commanded the ship which 
discovered the derelict, spoke. He attempted to give answer, Now 
it’s my turn, and I’m going to do a little theorizing myself. My 
answer is even more impossible than most, 'but at least it should 
offer the basis for a good fantasy tale.

Imagine, then, an ordinary ship on an ordinary sunlit day. Sud
denly there is a loud cry of astonishment from the lookout, or per 
haps from the helmsman. Other voices take us the shout of amazement 
and every last soul aboard rushes above decks to discover the cause 
of tho chorus of exclamations. The captain dashes to the rail. ’ His 
wife, who has been repairing on her sewing machine a tiny rent in 
their daughter’s dress, follows him., The forecastle spews forth an
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alarmed crew of sailors, several of whom have been disturbed while 
doing a spot of laundry work. Four seaman at mess bolt from the _table 
to see what the matter might be. The first mate. ~~busily figuring a 
budget in his cabin^ is At Wfi to g&t awny from
his wrestling with higher finance, and Joins uh rush to the rail.

'’Here, men’" the captain calls. "Wat’s all this shouting 
about?" He speeds to the rail, grips hard with his big hands, peers 
overside. "Lord lumme’" he gasps. "it’s a monstrous whale,

"No whale, no such, sir!" disputes the first officer. ‘You nor 
I never saw no whale which was so shiny-like.

"Nor no whale with no head nor blow—hole. snorts a sailor. 
"But what is it, Cap’n?"

For it took a tremendously different sight than the mere blue 
sea to get the entire company of the Mary Celeste on desk, and all at 
a' time ° Tbe sight, for instance, of something which looked like a 
whale — but wasn’t. Cartain Nemo, in fact? Could there have‘feeen a 
submarine back in 1872? "A submarine capable of welcoming aboard on a 
tour of inspection, two score people? Or a submarine with a crew 
which by threat of arms, captured two score people? And removed the 
ship^s papers and the chronometer for reasons such as this: That the 
Captain” treasured his chronometer above all other things, and asked 
for it? That to him, also, the ship's papers and his own certificate 
were things to lay by for future proof of this strange happening?

And'”then, having by one manner or another have ihvieglod. aboard 
this unimown NAUTILUS, did the submarine submerge never to rise again 

..... the unlucky end of an unfortunate test trip? A trip sponsored by 
sciertibts pirates, by whom? Have the records of 1872 ever been 
searched to determine whether or not any famous inventors or scien
tists disappeared in that year? j. ■,

Yes it took a tremendously different sight than blue waters and 
ordinary’sunlight to bring sailors, captain, and family to the deck 
of the Marv Celeste, away from their other present duties and tasks 
and pleasures. It took something fully as marvelous and as unusual 
as a submarine — or .■■■«•’ or- a seaplane. Something which might have 
landed on the waves close by the ship — something, perhaps, from 
another planet or another universe — or another dimension, The 

•dimension of the masters.

As lonr as we’re discussing unexplainable adventures, how’s this 
for a vbost°story? Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, neurologist, was awakened 
one "winter night by the ringing of his doorbell, and found outside 
a thinly-clad little girl who asked him to come and see her mother, 
who was very sick. Dr. Mitchell didn’t want to go, but she persuaded 
him The mother was in bed with pneumonia, and after Dr. Mitchell had 
cared for her he told her how smart and persistent her daughter had 
*bcon» • t* _ * -t , _ . «KBut my daughter died a month ago!” exclaimed the sick woman, 
"Her shoes and shawl are in that cupboard!" The doctor opened the 
cupboard and found hanging there the exact garments worn by the lit
tle virl who had rung ins doorbell an hour before.

So ghosts don’t happen, eh? Yet you will admit it’s possible to 
be the son of a ghost. But will you admit it’s possible to be the son 
of a man ten thousand years .a ghost? Ueli, it is, for science can 
keep the male cell in a state of suspension for that long, and a man 
might have a son t@n thousand years after the father had attained 
ghosthood. Of course, a girl would have to be found willing to be the 
ghost's bride.
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And while we’re on this ghost-to-ghost hookup, let me relate 
just one more spine-chiller and I’ll call it quits:

After the first World War, Russia was a ’shambles. The Romanoffs 
were slain and the Karensky regime was washed under in blood. Odessa, 
on the Black Sea, changed hands rapidly: I *.ite Russian, Germax^ 
Turkish, British. And a British destroyer cast anchor there — cast 
and lost the anchor in the deep mud, A diver went down to retreive it 
and was brought up a raving maniace He screamed of marching dead men 
on the harbor bottom -— ragged marching men with bloated drowned 
faces who converged upon him. with military rythyrn, the moment ’ he 
had touched bottom, '

Other divers went down. They, too, went mad, and some died after 
being hauled from the mysterious depths of Odessa Bay. All of them 
had been lowered to the shallow mud, and all had seen, moving urican*- 
nily in unison and with outstretched swollen arms — the marc’iing 
dead.’ " 3

The explanation: ' The terrorists had thrown many men into the 
bay, their feet imprisoned by heavy leg irons, chained together to 
one another. The currents swayed the bodies in unison, giving an im
pression of mass military movement. The heavy irons held the feet 
down,the corpses upright. The bodies had not decomposed because in
dustrial chemicals dumped into- the bay had preserved them. The divers 
had gone mad from fear; the pressure, combined with nitrogen in tie 
bloo and excessive discharge of andrenaline, had perhaps generated 
a deadly poison responsible for their deaths. '

It is interesting to note that the man who arrived at this solu
tion of the marching dead men, is a professional deen-sea diver named 
Captain John Craig and that one .of his future tasks is to be submerg
ence off the Irish coast in search of tho continent of lost Atlantis, 
believed by some to lie there. Will HE find Atlantis? Or has Hitl&f»*s 
blitzkrieg caused him to be summoned to fight with'his Majesty’s navy
in other waters ----  perhaps even called him to the Black Sea and
Odessa Bay. ' " •

Wars have a habit of breeding ghosts. For example, the "Angel of 
Mons.” Read Arthur Machen’s weird talc of the phantom bowmen, and you 
will see where Edgar Rice Burroughs might have gotten his inspiration 
for Kar Komak and the phantom archers in one of his Martian stories.' 
But now we’re off on another track — and that’s another storv *

THE END #

HAVE YOU BEEN TO ATZOR? '

You’ve boon to the planots of the Solar System in your own prl— 
vate rocket ships. Now hop aboard the SOUTHERN STAR and visit Atzor - 
located far beyond the reaches of sight in the realm of imagination 
where the tar Mira and her six planets Atzor, Samarkland, Bophal 
Sthor, Atabalkand, and Zoltan have risen from the fertile imaginatioh 
of a Lincoln, Nebraska boy to the point where they attained nation
wide recognition in LIFE magazine. Life gave only a few paltry de
tails. Read tho STAR for the inside dope.

A most unusual article by ART R. SEHNERT 
In tho' third..' Southern Star

Southern Fans ---- ^e . . .
SOUTHERN GROUP TRIP 4

■ ■ ■ to the Denton „
Open to all DFF members.
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• Washington • MILTY • la»tlele »

There was once a guy wh» got sore everytime people spoke about 
science fiction being escape literature. Read science fiction merely 
for relaxation and dreaming? he said. Foolishness. There is nothing 
more invigorating and stimulating to doing things than science fiction.

Then this followed studied a little psychology, and ho found some 
wonderful things in the psychology book. It was a wonderful book for 
it told things that were perfectly obvious, bit it put them down in a 
marvelously clear fashion, and scrutinized them from angles that he 
mightvn<bti.h??’o thought..<5f before.

So he learned the difference between sensation and perception.. 
Sensation is just feeling things, like you see a white square against 
a darker background. But perception means relating the seeing to some 
previously learned experience, so that when you have perception, you 
see a piece of paper on a dark table. And everybody has a different 
background of experience, so nobody perceives things in exactly the 
same light. So that when you say ’'socialism” to one person he lifts 
up his hands in horror and says: UnAmetfican, Destruction of human • rig
hts of individuality.While another guy with a different background, per 
haps a guy who has worked in(a factory, says: Lovely stuff. The guy 
who does the work gets the profits out of it, not the guy who owns the 
stock.

So one guy says science fiction is escape literature, and another 
guy says no it’s not. Let’s try to see why, and I hope I start a fight.

The two guys are different. That’s the first thing® One of these 
guys I can describe, because that's me. The other I have to figure out. 

They both started out with dreaming. They both saw big clouds in 
the sky and wanted to have them. There were three main things they 
might have seen, to judge from aamemory of the outstandin types of 
stories. They saw a rise in the powers of science, symbolized by the 
interplanetary flight. They saw a world that was better in all ways. 
Or perhaps they saw an ominous warning that the world was not going to 
be better because of the powers of evil that would triumph over the 
powers of good. In the last case they saw that to make the world good 
would require a mighty struggle against that evil.

So the two guys dreamt and wanted and hoped. They started becoming 
One of them got stuck. For some reason he never could become a scien
tist, so he became a shirt salesman, but he still dreamed, and that is 
as far as he got. So science fiction was dreams to him. Pleasant 
dreams. Dreams that he could never do anything about except wait for 
somebody else to make true.

The other guy was different. He dreamt, too, but "the drcams meant 
something different. For he was going to be one of those people in the 
stories" a scientist. To him it was not ridiculous that Richard Seaton, 
a government chemist engaged in the analysis of plantinum group metals 
suddenly turned out to have an incredible knowledge of ".mathematical 
physics. He said, oh, hell, I wish I could know that much. Another 
guy, another dreamer, might have stopped there. But this guy had the 
driving force to actually go out raid read books and learn that stuff. 
Science fiction was not escape literature to him. It was a stimulous to 
become as good as any of the superior heroes he read about. For his was 
a jealous and conceited nature. Hobody in the world should know more 
than he.

The science fiction was not the push. The push had to come from
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the person, and science ..fiction whs. oniy^the gonl peat'Tor there was 
another guy who had long "been a scientist and science fiction was only 
escape literature for him. He must have been tired. He must have rea
lized that he could never learn anything so he had given up the job. 
He had no more push left, so science fiction was merely pleasant relax 
ation to him. Something in which to forget his science:for .perhaps. M-s 
science was merely a job by now. The guy to whom science fiction was 
not escape literature could never forget his science. He had to push, 
push, push, never letting up the struggle, or else he would be finish 
ed. To relax, he played the piano or went to the movies, but he cer
tainly did not read science fiction to relax. That only mad'-' him jeal- 
•ous, and forced him buck to his books so that he could discover atom
ic energy.

There was another guy who found that he could never be a - sclen 
tist for various reasons, but he had a push in him and that push 'camo’ 
out in a curious way. It was the second and third dr earns.-of 
a better world and the dream of the struggle to obtain that better wor 
Id.And he grew out of dreaming and studied what a better world should 
be like and how to get it.Science fiction was not escape literaturefor 
him. It kept sticking this dream of a better world before his eyes and 
the push within him kept him on the job of trying to got a better wor 
Id despite the hopelessness of the task.

Because there was another guy who said, gee the world will /be 
nice in the future and still another who said the world is going to be 
lousy in the future, but they didn’t have the push to do anything ab
out it. And there was the guy who was intellectually superior so that 
he despied' all the stupid people in the world, and said the world de
served every bit of the doom it.got. But the guy in the paragraph just 
above said, listen bud, don't forget you are part of this world. You 
are so superior and despise the ugly way the world is run, and you ha
te the ugly of architecture of the house you live in, but you wouldn't 
think of soiling your hands by learning to be an engineer so that you 
coHld build the kind of house you like. You would prefer to be super 
ior.

So of the last two guys one had a push and the other didn't. Both 
hated the way of the world, but one was pushed to do somehtlng about 
it. The other just hated and was unhealthy.

What was that push? Under a mechanistic psychology there are no 
abstract qualities such as Intelligence and ambition. There are merely 
patterns of behavior, combinations of synapses, which the individual 
has acquired or inherited.

The Gernsback Theory said that science fiction itself was the 
push.That is not true,, for lost of guys who read science fiction don't 
have that push. In the guy who was going to be a scientist the push 
was an inferiority complex because he didn't have a girl friend and 
didn't know how to dance so he said he was-going to learn...more science 
than anybody else. The Gernsback theory apparently applied to him be— 

'.cause ho already had the push, and science fiction made him jealous so 
that his push had. some thing to work on.

Maybe the push was something different in the other guys who had 
it, but whatever it was, science fiction was escape literature to the 
guys without the push, and it was stimulation literature, like Horatio 
Alger., to the guys with the push.

Liebig said? ''To one man science is a sacred goddess to whose 
service he is harpy to devote his life; to another she is a cow who 
provides him with butter."



Southern fandom forges forward!
We think that beautifully alliterative, even if saying it is 

rather like trying to recite "Sallie sells sea shells” in a clear, 
ringing voice around a mouthful of oatmeal. And it *3 true, too, for 
since the first issue of the STAR the DTX. IE FANTASY FED
E R A T I 0 N has not only grown, but Southern fandom has been show 
ing definite and encouraging signs of waking up and really going to 
town.

To new DFF members L. R. Chauvenet, Billy Bradford, ■ Milton Roth
man, Lee B. Eastman, Virginia Allen, John Cunningham, and F. Lauder 
Lawson, welcome! Remember that, just as the STAR is your magazine and 
the DFF your organization, this is your corner and we want to hear 
from you very much indeed. All the news, your activities, hobbies, 
experiences — let’s have them all for publication herein. You are 
the beginning of the new Southern fandom, and as such your activities 
are news. And speaking of news —-

The Columbia Conference date has been set for June 1. May fourth 
on was the Soriginal date. But due to Mr. Hanson’s inability to be in 
Columbia at this time the date has been shifted. At the Conference 
the boundries of the DFF will be set, plans made for the group trip, 
arrangements made for the election of officers for the preceding year 
and the 1942 "Dixiecon" discussed. Full details of the Conference 
will appear in the next SOUTHERN STAR; members, however, who are un» 
able to attend the meeting will receive election blanks and details 
of the Southern group trip by mail as soon as possible after the af
fair. Naturally we would like to see every member who can come to 
Columbia at the time of the Conference, and quite as naturally we 
want every Southern fan who is able to do so to join the Southern 
group trip to the official world science-fiction Convention in Denver 
this fourth of July. The more the merrier, and we promise, everyone 
who does come a time that he’ll never want to forget.

To assist in the obtaining of the "Dixiecon”, and to band South
ern fanzine publishers together in an asssociation designed for 
purpose of mutual publicity and assistance, the "Dixie Press” has 
been formed. Publishers in the association so far are Gilbert, Jen
kins, Warner, and Eastman. Stickers will be printed with the names 
of thos associated with the group on them as soon as it is known who 
will be represented in the organization.

The South is becoming, in fact, a publishing center in . itself. 
There is the SOUTHERN STAR — loud cheers from the gallery —— Harry 
Jenkins' Jinx, which is being hcctographcd with the aid of Phil 
Bronson, Joo Gilbert's Sound Off! and Unfamous Fantastic Masterpieces 
and Lee'Eastman’s as yet secret publication — all those printed for. 
the Fantasy Amateur Press Association, Harry Jenkins’ also has his\ 
now publication, "Fanart”, which is a most unique magazine featuring \ 
only fan art work, an editorial, and an article on fan art. The maga- ’ 
zinc will sell for a dime, and is obtainable from Harry at 2409 San-
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tee Ave., in Columbia. Artists are Hunt, Wright, Sayn, Fortier, Fie
lds, Jones, Bush, knight, and Jenkins. We’ve seen the art work, and 
it’s beautiful; quite the best thing we've ever seen in this line. Do 
not fail to get a copy of the first issue of the mag or you’ll really 
regret it.

Other well-known Southern fanzines are Mi1ton. Rothman’s popular 
•Mj.lty’ s Mag, Jack Spner's equally popular Sustaining Program, and L. 
K..flhavenet* s Sardonxy, which are obtainable thru the FAP A, and fan 
dom’s most popular and consistently excellent magazine, Spaceways, 
Xf you don’t read Spaceways you jis ain't eddicated, that’s all. It 
only costs a dime from Harry Warner, Jr. at 303 Bryan Place, Hagers
town. Maryland. Harry also publishes a "Dixie Press" magazine, "Hori
zons", for the FAPA, and will run for the presidency of that organi
zation this year.

We understand that Alfred Edward Maxwell of Louisiana ‘is also 
about to become a. fanzine publisher, tho no details are available as 
yet. You’ll remember Al for his letters in TWS. Welcome to the fold, 
suh! ’

The incredibly versatile and energetid Fred Fischer now has a 
plan for nation-wide distribution of h5s radio scripts. Mimeograph— 

. ing will be done on the-STAR'S mimeo, and'having seen the scripts,' we 
are sure that the new Fischer Features will go over with a quite loud 
bang; . '

Art Sehnert had a lot of luck, all bad, recently when his hands 
disputed the right of way of a bit of live steam and the steam' won. 
Art's hands were badly scalded and he was in bed for a while, but 
fortunately the accident has left no permanent scar, and Art's first 
deep-South local fan group, The Lunarites, a chapter of Super Scieru 
ce's Science Fictioneers, is now doing well for itself.

The second deep-South chapter, The Columbia Camp, ■ is not . do
ing so badly, either. Indeed the contrary. The Camp is composed of Ha 
rry Jenkins, Joe Gilbert, Lee B. Eastman, and W. B.' McQueen. Harry is 
the Secretary. The Camp meets every Saturday night at'Mac’s apart
ment, pass around the-latest fanzines, discuss anything that comes to 
mind, and formulate plans for future activity. Meetings are complete 
ly informal, and no attempt at all is made to stifle the mad urge 
that comes over Gilbert every Saturday night to roll on the lovely 
McQueen rug* Which lack of stifling so discourages The Great Gilbert 
that he mumbles something about "frustrated genius" and refrains from 
rolling. It had been intended to make a long distance call to some 
fan each week, but the first call was a double-feature; the first one 
to Trudy Kuslanj the second to Fred Fischer, and Gilbert couldn’t be 
torn away from the first. When the dust had arisen after a half-hour 
he still had a glazed look in his eye, and a death clutch on the re
ceiver. Considering the fact that the second call took fifteen min
utes, the Camp decided most unaminously, when the phone bill came in,", 
that they wanted to save their money for the Denvention. Hence, no 
more phone calls’. y

The South now has itself a fam fan, and very proud of her it is, 
too. Virginia Allen, DFF member and part of the population of Pelzer 
South Carolina, is the gal in question. "Jinni" is a stf reader from 
way back, has poetry coming up in other fanzines soon, and her bio
graphy in a future STAR. She came down to see Gilbert a while back, 
but since he received her card notifying him of the visit only 
two days before the time she was due to arrive, he was unable to warn 
her that there were about fifteen Park streets in Columbia. The poor 
girl., spent all morning cruising back and forth across the .citv won-

(Concluded on page 85.) •



BLACK MAGIC AND E. S. P.

by

- Tennessee - JIM TILLMAN - Article -

Not very long ago, I read a very interesting book about dolls.And 
because of some of the.xthings that the author had to say about dolls I 
re-read Professor J. B. Rhine’s "New Frontiers of the Mind .

At first glance, dolls and parapsychology don’t seem to have much 
in common, but they do. If a card with a cross on it can. send'out'-a 
wave or emanation that the mind can receive^witnout the aid of th€ 
normal senses, why can’t a doll1? No good reason at all. And if a doll

'William Seabrook, the author of the book on dolls didn’t believe 
in Rhine's ESP. Maybe he didn't want to. His own explanation of the 
things he relates in 'Witchcraft, It's Power i.n the World Today is bad 
enough and if Rhine is right, and extra-sensory perception is a fact, 
it becomes worse. For Seabrook shows tnat a doll can be a deadly wea
pon even if those wielding it ?’’■’© mistaken about just wnat it is they 
are’using. There’s nothing supernatural about a doll with a needle 
through its heart, but it can1,, and does, kill a person.
person by poisoning his mind.

Seabrook had a good illustration of the scope of Black Magic. If 
Humpty Dumpty is an egg balanccd-on a well tlhhn. all the >Bl.ackz: Magic - in 
the world can't make Humpty Dumpty even wobble. But if Humpty Dumpty 
has a mind, then Black Magic can smash him into a hundred pieces. All 
that’s needed is to make Humpty Dumpty sure he’s going to fall, and he 
will. , ,

Merely not believing in the power of Black Magic is not enough. 
Seabrook mentions a garage mechanic in France who was put into a hos
pital by a doll. Seabrook smashed the doll, and the mechanic recovered 
but never did acknowledge that the doll had anything to do with his 
illness. Maybe not. j .

But a doll killed a Belgian hunter named Tellier in Africa.-
Albrecht Tellier wets a commercial hunter, and was rather careless 

about the way he treated the natives. They got rather peeved at him, 
and removed him from thd scene permanently. At the time Seabrook was 
in Africa studying the riative magic under the Ougun Nahaou don bu. He 
was present during the aeremonios attending the ouanga(death-sending}.

Back in the mountains the witch doctors had set up a corpse. It 
hadn’t been dead long, dnd so hadn’t started to rot. The corpse had 
been ro-bantized Albrecijt Tellier, and it had one of Tellier’s shirts 
on its back. In its hair was twisted a lock of Tellier's ’hair, and 
some of Tellier's finger pairings wore stuck beneath the finger nails 
of tho corpse. (An application of the laws of both similarity and con 
tagion. Sec "Mathmatics of Magic"). ((Fletcher Pratt-De Camp, Un
known, August ’40. JG)). The corpse was fastened in the open, where
the weather would cause it to decay in the shortest possible time.

Of course, there was a big ceremony —— dahejng, drum^be^ting, 
chanting, and all that. Seabrook’s translation of the t nant is*.

"A little pain, a big pain,
A small pain, a great pain, 
Growing her and growing there, 
While a dead man lives, 
And a dead man dies."

Rather a large and complicated doll. The idea was that as the 
corpse rotted, the soul of Albrecht Tellier would also rot. It 'did.
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He died within two weeks.
He knew that the ceremony was being held. And he was frightened, 

Who wouldn’t be? And it didn’t help his composure when his"*negro seyl 
vant. all told him they were sorry he was going to die, and asked for 
references. And of course they told him he was looking lousy. Anyway 
he died in two weeks, and the doctors couldn’t find anything wrong with 
him. &

Which was not exactly strange. There wasn’t anything wrong with 
him, except his mind, but that had been poisoned. And it killed him.

. That’s a good case to show how and why Black Magic works. The -one 
one thing that is an absolute necessity is that the victim-know nhhtdn 
ing on. That is if ESP doesn’t enter into the case. ...

Professor Rhine of Duke University has made a science of clairvo 
yance, mind reading, and the allied subjects. His methods have chained 
them down to the laboratory; seem to many to have proved their exis
tence.

Rhine uses a deck of 25 cards, marked with stars, circles, cross©' 
and similar figures. There .arefive of each kind, and five different 
kinds. By chance, a person would guess five of the right ones each time 
he went thru the deck. He might guess more than five, or less, but in 
the long run it would be about five out of each twenty-five. And some 
people can make it as high as six and a half out of several '.thousand 
trys;.\. Now that doesn't seem a great deal, but the mathematical odds 
against it are such that it amounts to a mathematical impossibility.

And one subject named thru the entire deck correctly. There* is 
a probability of 525 to 1 against that, an astronomical figure.

If you put a kettle on the fire, it doesn’t have to boil. It could 
freeze, only that’s improbable. The probabilty against it freezing is 
about the same as that against naming that entire deck right. The odds 
are pretty strong in favor of Professor Rhine's ESP being a real fact.'

All that's needed for a doll with a needle thru its heart to kill 
a man is for that man to know of the existance of the doll. And as Sea
brook says: "It is an exciting but unpleasant certainty that if Pro
fessor Rhine’s cold cards marked with stars and circles can send out 
any emanations whatsoever, that can be picked up by any means outside 
the five normal senses, then a doll pierced with needles can, too."

. THE END

Edgar Rico Burroughs: A Critique. Concluded from page pO '.

remain in my memory, and for which I shall always feel grateful to him 
— namely, the wild and lovely picture of Tars Tarkas leading a horde 
of green men, Throat mounted, across the dead sea bottoms by the uli- 
gt” of the Martian moons; David Innes plunging into the sea in a dive 
down a thousand foot cliff; the beauty and terror of that other valley 
Dor, by the Lost Sea of Korus; the great western trek in the last part 
of The Moon Maid; the clean bones of the huge -Spaniard, standing in a 
lost gorge leading to the city of lunatics; Thura of Ptarth with her 10 
legged Banths; and Perry’s navy on the primeval sea of Pellicudar.

Coming!:
"The Prepostrous Prophesying of Tim P 01Nautisshan."

A humorous MUTANT article
by—

4#^ y JACK SPEER
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The Munsey Panorama. Continued from page 8.

And when it deserves reprinting, wo say that, too, don’t wo? Did any
body over do that particular job before? Maybe they did; I dunno; but I 
don’t think so. This is special research in ease you don’t
it. Tliis is a groundwork for a future dissertation. (Let somebody a 
hundred years from now dissertate). This is the laying of an egg, for 
the benefit of posterity, if any!’1

"You mean, a sort of cornerstone?"
"I mean an egg," ~
The grayboard glanced reproachfully at his glass, winked knowingly 

• at McQueen, and picked up where he’d loft off;
* # -» * -:c- # t

DEAD MEN’S CHESTS, by Philip S. Hichborn. lOpp, November, 1909.
“"Her c?’ s a straight-shoo ting ghost story, and boy, she’s a • wMz. 

When the "Nashurma" steamed out through the Golden Gato, sho had throe 
thousand Chineese coffins for cargo; and when the occupants of the cof
fins started taking over the ship, it was too much for the mere mortals 
who had been in charge. A doggone good story, and mighty well told. 
Finished at eleven P. M^, it left this peruser with a crease right down 
the middle of his forehead.

BEYOND, by Grace Tabor. llpp, December, 1909.
" Terhaps you’d call this pioneering, Author approaches scientific 

angles vaguely but grimly, and after a slow start gives a fair delinea
tion of experiments in life and death. Machinery involves excessive 
ozone and color vibrations. The subject, a girl, is ultimately trans
lated into pure spirit, invisible and immortal. Should be of some in
terest to collectors, but not of much to modern readers. ' ■■

THE WIZARD OF THE PEAK, by Thomas E. Grant. Complete Novel. 45pp,
January, 1910............

I wish I wore learned enough to tell you just how much of the 
science in this tale is completely wacky; seems to me that practically 
■all of it is. But the author puts it across with a Burroughs-like ming
ling of naivete and solemnity, and though you cubo conscious of the 
weaknesses, you still get a bit excited. The story is of a future day 
wherein tha world’s supply of coal has been exhausted. Dr. Luxx, mad 
genius, comes to the rescue with a remarkable secret invention. He 
averts catastrophe, and becomes the most powerful man in the world. 
Plotters against him are slain with a mysterious death-screen. But when 
another scientist at len£hh is able to duplicate his feats, Dr. Luxx 
destroys himself. ’

This is no classic, maybe, but the mad doctor is the sort of char
acter who sticks in your memory. Ho saved the world, then tried, 
unsuccssfully, to destroy it; humanity, indebted to him, turned against 
him; he is grand, he is pathetic, he is mad — and it is hard to forget 
him. ■ “ •

THE HAWINS CLOUD CLIMBER, by Edgar Franklin. Complete Novel, 24]>p, 
February, 1910.

This, is one (not the first) of a long series of stories having to 
do with the creations of inventor Hawkins. In its day the series was 
very popular indeed, and yoaps after it stopped the readers were still 
asking for more. As you may know, Edgar Fpir-nklin was a humorous writer 
who appeared for more than thirfor years in the various Munsey publica
tions, and he was in a class by himself, whether you liked him or not. 
The Hawkins episodes wore among his best efforts, but I am compelled to 
report that they seem sadly antiquated in ’41.. Much of the humor is 
ageless, but today the inventions,' for the most part, arc neither now 
nor startling.,
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The cloud-climb or was a combination of plane and balloon, and in 
1910? mind you, was a helluva contraption. It wont up, and it cruised 
but try to got it down! '

Rogrot that I can’t recommend Hawkins for reprinting. To like him, 
I suppose, you’d havo to bo an old fogy. I am an old jgogy, *

N0 POUBT ABOUT IT, by Robert Carlton Brown. Comploto Novel, 24bb 
April, 1910.

They found Dr. Drook on a desert island, and ho claimed that ho 
had discovered perpetual motion. Ho showed thorn a remarkable machine 
that performed all sorts of miracles. A press agent took the good doc
tor in torr, rosrolved to make him famous. It was a hoax. Dr. Drook's in
vention had concealed batteries beneath a false bottom.

For us of ’41, this one is spoiled in the tolling. Tho stylo is 
slangy, and the slang is tangy, Gawd, who said that? Anyhow, if you 
have a chance to buy this talc for five bucks, don’t do it,, Stibsci’lbo 
to Thrilling Wonder,

THE HAWKINS VACU-ORNAMENT, by Edgar Franklin. 6pp, April, 1910.
Soo above

HER ARABIAN NIGHT IN WASHINGTON, by Henry Gallup P°ino 
1910. “ ' ~ ’ 16pp, May,

Strictly fantasy, with no attempt at the end to explain it crony.
.. ' Girl tells story in first person. Financee is trying to sell 

an aerial torpedo to a representative of the bulgarian government, but 
you learn very little about the nature of the invention; you just * gawk 
at the antics of one Abdullah Ashpat, because Abdullah happens to be a 
jinni. He comes from tho very aristocracy of Jinn in that he comes 
from a ring when you rub tho ring, and the ring comes from a sealed jar 
that dates from ths ninth century. And Abdulluh is a card and steals 
thn story. He flits here and there at will, he catches planes from bed
room windows, ho builds railroads across the lawn, and to top it all he 
makes -love to the gal. He is the logical one to get the ’ (Bulgarian’p 
signature on a contract, and does it — after the Bulgar is dead} 
With the ending is a surprise twist that deepens rather than clears tho 
mystery. This la an item for collectors.

DEAD FOR A DAY, by Burke Jenkins. 5§pp, June, 1910.
Humanitarian Mr. Wimple had invented an electric wwouhdless rifle" 

co that when the next war was fought nobody’d get hurt; but he wasn’t 
sure it would knock out a man for twenty-four hours, as it would a dog 
or' a ghat. Accordingly, he shot Richard Hardy. Reviving the next day, 
Hardy found” that he had lost his job, and was persuaded to accompany 
tho inventor to South America for further tests of the ray gun. Thore 
in tho jungle it developed that the gun wouldn't knock out a tribesman 
after the latter had boon in tho rain. Only Hardy's regulation automa
tic saved them, Mr. Wimple decided that it might bo a bettor idea to 
make an automatic that would hold more cartridges.

~ -is- -is- # -;$■

Postlude', by P, Wo
alked Joe.

"That — well, yeah, that’s as far as we got."
"Not even a good-bye?”
"Oh, sure — g’bye!"
"Wait a minute. You wanted to round if off, didn’t you?" 
"Yeah — g’bye0"
"You wanted to point out, didn’t you, the stories worthy of re

printing?"
"Uh — eh — tell Miss G. to gleeJton double-0 to the short by 

Norman Douglas. Maybe I’m wrong. A lot depends on the circumstances, 
and the time of day. And I’m one guy, not the assembled multitude. I
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thought the piece was swell.
"And, being a little rusty on such matters, I don’t know whether 

Morning Star is easy to obtain in 1941 — but it ought to bo, because 
I’m convinced the fans would liko it. It’stands up pretty well.

"TN* if anybody ever needed a filler, that poem isn’t bad, brother 
isn’t bad.”

"How about tho shorts by Tod Robbins and Hichborn?"
"I told you what I think, you wall-eyed pirate!"
"Soo, thanks. Woll, g’byc."
"G’byo."
"Walk tho straight and narrow.*’’
"I’ll do ’or’"

THE END

FILLER ,
Note: Panurge, while spending part of his time on business in Colum— 
Maj is a native of North Carolina, and has his home in Raeford there. 
While in that section of the country the author of the "Panorama" se
nt me a letter, and letters from Panurge are just too good to keep. Th
erefore — ’ ■

Here, I think, is a most appropriate place for a most ^delightful 
filler. JG)).

_ Podunk-on-the-Rockfish 
Juvember 26, 1940.

...I seen yoro short story ((A letter. JG)) in strete and C th 
Unknown magazine and i got me a notion to rite 1 two only gosh 1” dunno 
nothing about dresses gosh how would i no wether a dress rmnggnlfi__ 
what you said or not. but i bet i would ho wether what was in the dress 
was what you said or not.

i like what you said about mr hubbard and is he a hack and all. 
only you answered it yoreself and said he ain’t a hack, but how do you 
no he has got a turnout, i ain’t seen a turnout since my uncle clarren- 
ce dide. but i like what you said about mr hubbard, all us quality re
aders like him and mr hamilton. mr hamilton is my favorite writer on 
account of he is such a good riter and rites captain future, gosh ’ i 
wish i could rite stories as fast mr hamilton can, i would get me a job 
as a court stenographer, but when i try to rite like mr hamilton my 
fingers get all crossed up and slip threw the keyboard, mr hand 1 ten mu
st be about the smartest man they is.

...i been sick 2, mr gilbert, i was feelin fine yesterday evening but 
last night right after i finished a story by mr hamilton in thRILling 
WONder magazine i got awful sick to my stomach and had to run like time 
to get where i was going before something happened. I dunno what could 
of been the matter because i ain’t been sick like that since thanks 
giving a year ago. whht do you think could of been tho matter.

and i liko what you said about the cereal coming out gay-like and 
falling smack on its face. that sounds almost good enuf to have boon 
wrote by mr hamilton, i bet you got it from him, ha-ha. joke.

well i guess i will stop now and write a letter to mr campboll be
cause if he is as nice a man as you say ho is i bet ho will bo glad to 
hero from mo because i am a good riter. like edmund hamilton. i guess i 
will tell mr campbell not to print no more stories like Fear because it 
didn’t scare me at all. i guoss i will ask him when is ho going to 
print us a story by my favorite ritor who is mr odmund hamilton, and by 
mr rao cummings who is a good ritor 2 only 1 hope mr cummings dont rite

(Concluded on passe- 24} '•



— STAR SONG

VISION

(Ro-printed from tho FAP A magazine, Vision. )

I like to think of you as standing on a hill 
In silhouette against a dusk-enshrouded sky, 
Somewhere in Sarucene, that olden kingdom I 
Created for you in my dreams. ... Across the still 
0f twilight comes a fragment of the song upon ■
Your lips: an old song, older than the world; all in 
One octave. ... You are flame-begotten, and the thin 
Short strands of fate are woven not for you, nor on ' 
The scroll of time does your name rest. ... Now, quietly, 
The triple moons arise and bathe, mysteriously,
Your slender, weaving form in fluctuant streams of light.
I watch your silken hair, your eyes, your satin skin 
Blend with a thousand softly-tinted shadows in 
The progress of the deep, kaleidescopic night.

~ —Robert W. Lowndes,

- LIGHTS

Lights, 
Myriads of lights 
That twinkle and sparkle 

■ - Among orbs — '
. - Shining orbs, magnetic, reminiscent

Of the mysteries of the Orient. 
Where they load, where they go 
Evon the hoary-headed sages do not know* 
Still they are there 
Twinkling in their luminescent gold. 
How long, how old 
Arc these attractions?
Lights, 
Myriads of lights 
That twinkle and sparkle 
Among orbs 
Some say they load to the land — 
The land beyond the shadows.

—Harry Jenkins, Jr.

Filler. Continued from page 25,.

no more long stories because I got all wore out stopping for his per
iods. I expect mr cummings is about the best in the business when it 
comes to riting periods.

well i hope mr campboll prints my letter because then i will got 
a lot of non°>pals because look what is happening to you.

woll’dont forgot to let me no if they Is a opening for a good 
newspaper reporter in your city. I am ready to go. gosh 1 bet you and 
mo would have fun talking over our favorite riters. /

Yourn

Artemu ppidopolis.



DREAMS
a oompar is oil

Idealist----------------------------------- -

Land of never-ending mysteries;
Glorious panoramas, scintillating scenes, 
Cool waters trickling
Down verdured brooks.

Life is wonderful! '
Fawns "bound beside tripping nymphs, 
Ephemeral creatures with flowing capes 
That flirt with the wind 
Beneath azure skies.

Life is wonderful]

Realist.— ~  ---------—---------------- -  -

Land of full, weary, salacious days
That bore from never-ending dawn to nocturnal blacky 
At night, fateful dreams
Uncanny nightmares;

Life is futile]
Wanton wenches who twist and glide
Inviting, beckoning, ubiquitous yot distant,
Smiling, cut of reach
Sardonically remind —

Life is futile’

Escapist---------------------------- - ---------

At titibi" is worth living for,
This world of hell and hate, aloof and arrogant,
But yet friendly, warm;
A bosom friend.

Life is over changing.
At times, They are golden princesses
To be worshipped; uphold as fragile gods,
But yot tiny playthings
Of unknown fate — •

Life is over changing.

—Harry Jenkins, Jr.

BONG OF THE ROCKETEERS
(To the tunc of ,rSong of the Vagabond”)

Sons of strength and daring, 
Down the spacoways faring — 
Wo arc the Cosmic Rocketeers J

Man of steel and granite, 
Wc will guard your planet —■ 
Wo are the Cosmic Rocketeers!

Upward, upward, upward to the stars!
Upward, upward, thundering to Mars!

Venus shines beside us, 
Saturn’s rings will guide us — 
Wo arc the Cosmic Rocketeers!

--Fred W. Fischer
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by Morley

The long-suffering New York newsstands, and with them, simultan
eously, the stands all over our fair land, have just been hit again 
by a new magazine. And with this dull thud, the fourth member of the 
Futurian Society of New York to become a professional editor sees 
that magic first issue appear. The fourth member is Leslie Perri, and 
the magazine is Movie Love Stories. With it, a national guessing game 
among-fandom begins, for such fans as are interested in extra-curricu 
lar activity. The game centers around the question: Which Futurian 
wrote what in Movie Love Stories?

Fred Pohl showed us a corker the other day. It seems that some 
would-be-hack procured for himself one of those neatly bound books in 
which the. pages are all blank, then painstakingly printed - his . fetory 
in it and mailed the book to Astonishing. About someone who came back 
as a pig and set out to solve all the world’s problems.

You may have seen mention of this before in Fantasy Fiction 
Field Illustrated News Weekly (.from now on referred to in t^5 • 
as just "FFF") ((An unbiased and most excellent news’ sheet available 
from Julius Unger at . 1702 Dahill Road, Brooklyn, for a quarter per 
six. Highly recommended. JO)), but here’s a way to have lots of fun 
at little cost. That is, if you have a collection — even a small 
one. Construct for yourself a fairly large, reasonably deep box and 
line the inside with solid black. Have the roof open. Then if you 
like, put a frame around it so that it looks like a little stage, 
However, that isn’t essential. What you want now, most of all having 
made the nice large box lined with solid black, are two good sized 
bulbs, one red and one blue, for the lighting. You arrange those so 
that they play down upon the stage, then, comes night, you take a 
pile of magazines and place them, one Oy one, inside the stage and 
look at the covers under the blue light, the red light then the blue 
and red light. Then try flicker effects. The result is often terri
fic.

Recently mailed from New Ybr?: city to as man- fanai-'e editorr aa’ 
could be found for the occasion was the 1st issue of "X” subtitled 
thefuturian review. This thing, we think, is really unique. All 
material in it is by Roger Conway the editor; there is no” dote 
it nor is anything said^about frequency of publication, and it is not 
for sale. All issues will be mailed to all other fanzine editors who 
are willing to: exchange. X is x-asperating. It is, in.-fact, the 
damndest thing1 3

At the same time, Jack Gillespie is hard at work on a quarterly 
fanzine, also to be titled the Futurian Review. The chances that it 
will actually appear are iairly good; it will be just about what the 
title suggests, only more conservative and less personal than "X”

Dan Burford Js no longer living at the Futurian Embassy, having 
moved back home with his parents recently. So Ambassadors Lowndes and 
Michel have a nice, quiet little apartment all to themselves _  ex
cept on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, Fridays, Saturdays, 
and Sundays, when people of all shapes, sizes, and description are 
dropping in constantly. since he sold a story to Thrilling Wonder, we 
never see anything of Dick Wilson, these days. Shucks, he ought to 
realize that we Futurians are tolerant people; we wouldn’t ostracize 
him just because he took Margulies’ money; why we’d oven forgive him 
if he sold a story to Palmer — and that takes a lot of forgiving.’



REBUTTAL TO SPACE SHITS AMD SPACE WAR

88 e-jr.1
’ ' •- ’’Guest” Material -

bv

Oliver Saari - Article-

The maneuverability of apace ships has been made a far great
er problem than it really can be. It's a common mistake to think of 
motion only in the earthly sense. Here on earth we have to worry about 
friction, trajectory, traction, engine speed, and traffic cops,' All 
our machines move by pushing against something. Flying, walking, swim 
ing, skating, we move on or in a stationary medium, and our speed .is 
limited by how fast we can make this medium retreat from us. When we 
take a corner on two wheels, tires screaming, we're basing ourl.chopes 
for survival on the solidness, the immobility of the earth.

But you can’t apply the sense of earthly motion to . space . ships. 
Out there motion, at least, will be simpler. There’s only a little guy 
named Newton and ho was, reputedly, a very reasonable fellow. . Before 
he came along, people were doing things with spirits and elementals.He 
boiled it all down to inertia, acceleration, reaction, and gravitation 
Those laws of his have been good for four hundred years, and even Ein
stein can only dent them slightly — so lot’s seo how they are applied 
to space ships. Unless you’re traveling at speeds greater than 140, 
000 miles a second, that’s all you have to do.

Inertia. All things either stand still or move in a straight lino 
until acted on by an unbalanced force. O.K. Our ship is going, say, 
100 miles a second in the direction of Alpha Auriga. Say its (.engines 
are turned off and its speed has become constant. It will continue to 
move in a straight line until a force acts on it. What force could it 
t>o?. Certainly not friction, as on earth. Sq you have no traction — 
you have no stabilizer-in-air, no tires on pavement, no fin in w'.tr.r. 
You have only the engines you used to got in that pickle, and nothing 
else in the universe will got you out unless the Lone Ranger happens 
to come along.

So wo have to turn on Newton's second law. An unbalanced force 
acting on a mass produces an acceleration directly proportional to the 
force and inversely proportional to tho mass. In space, any force Is 
an unbalanced one because there is no friction to balance it. >' )So any 
force will produce acceleration on any mass. That moans if some mis
chievous space-mosquito kicks our space-ship, he will change our courr 
se. Our original velocity will continue unchanged in direction or mag 
nitudo, but tho kick would have given us an added velocity in the dir
ection of the kick. In other words, our true motion would now be the 
vector sum of those two velocities, and again in a straight lino till 
we get kicked again. "

Now lot’s suppose a couple of belligorants arc going in the -same 
direction and at about the same speed. They have to bo, before tho ba 
ttlc can commence. Say they're both going toward Alpha Auriga at 100 
mi/per sec. Let me quote from the article by Fischer and McQueen; "Spe 
eding vehicles just don't handle like bicycles. Any quick maneuver won 
Id jerk the passengers of space ships to shreds,”

. Sure it would — on earth, where you turn against a .stationary 
medium. But in space, as far as those speeding belligerents are con
cerned, they are standing still. They can just forget their lOO/mi/sec 
as if it didn't exist at all. Relative to each other, their motion is 
nil. Any maneuver they wish to make is simply an acceleration'in some 
direction, and must be produced by the same kind of force that drives 
them, in space. The simple thing to do would be to govern yourvengines 
down to’a maximum acceleration of, say, four or five g’s___ — jtfat’ so
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you won't accidentally push some lever too far. ihen you can yank all 
the levers you want, shoot off in all sorts of directions ■ '-■•provided 
vou vourself are well tied down, of course — and you have perfect manyou yourself are well tied down, .
euverability. These fast new fighting planes can’t move up or sideways 
as fast as they can move ahead — they don't have perfect maneuverabi
lity. But your space ship can move in any direction — relative to the 
other ship — with equal ease. Just ducky as long as your power lasts. 
The not result would be after, perhaps, an hour’s fighting, that the 
combatants .would still bo traveling in the direction of Alpha . Auriga 
at iust about 100 mi./see, and whatever final component all the little 
accelerations of their maneuvers had would be added to this speed.They 
would never have actually changed direction of motion by more than a 
few seconds of an arc — and yet, relative to each other, they ■ could 
have made dives and rolls to their hearts content.

Thus unless you pull "artificial space drives and acceleration 
compensators" out of the hat, the whole damn space-battle might be re
duced to the uninteresting business of seeing which pilot could stand 
the most acceleration on his innards. If I can stand more acceleration 
than Xpth, the Martian Whccpsk, I can defeat him in every maneuver, be 
cause I can roach higher speeds in any direction in loss time, I can 
cntch him, run away from him, or turn rings around him.

• --------- j an infmito source of power. To getAll "right — so I’ve assumed 
our space-ships to run at all, wo 
vo to save fuel, though, you have

have to assume something. If you ha
no maneuverability and you can ' take

that as being final.
Power, of course, would have

some sort. Even Goodyear tiros will skid m a vacuum. Lot’s • abk
some sore. _ third law. Eor every action there’s an equal and
oddosite reaction. You produce Action and reap the gravy off the re
action. In "other words, you have to shove something one way .. before

to be a reaction motor, a rocket of 
'.old

Newton again. Sure

y ®?hf 1ob?s go?ta bo streamlined for speed." Mlgawd! Since when 
did space ships have to bo streamlined. Brother, If wo aro dropping 
headl^K towi?ds tho maw of Copornlops in tho Lunar vacuum, you can 
hOe-uiong lowou vour Dillow to land on. Thanks.
have my parac ut^ cn & real protlGm. Visual spotting, would-be

4- S x In a setup where a hundred miles is called damn
close® Roollso Xt a hundred-foot space-ship would look like five 
mSos'awe.;. Well, visible, yes. But ten miles? Piftoon. Against a

“to because it
unfortunately polar. Force linos have a habit of going from polo 

to nolo I'd hate to trv to orient myself in the magnetic field of 
s?4o-shlp - with any kind of Instrument.
sp..ce ship fTtrlclty, n0W; is much more hopeful. Space ships in 
ina thruourthtraospheres or being bumped by a hydrogen atom or two, 
^-p;Xr ti^jow. of the ol-trons «io sun;spo s are ^ways^

It wou?d bo easy to got a bee-

lino on a highly Charged object, ovonin
uld boXsta?p points placed on the outer hull. Corona from those would 
Snlhiso tho charge. A perfectly spherical ship would bo easiest to

go 
or 
sp

As for wonpons, you «o> toko your choice. Aside from convenient 
ays, I'll use graposhot myself. Sure. Have a very long-dorrclo. .

(Concluded on page .
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5* Sehnert

—AUTOBIOGRAPHY—

Born: Yes.
Place: Knoxville, Tennessee.
Time: December 6, 1910.

5

Little did my parents think when first they saw me that here in 
the flesh was a future scientifiction fan. Little did they think. The 
shock of seeing me stunned them past thinking; As f®r me, I was 
speechless.

Time alters all things, including F. W. Fischer’s vocabulary? 
Today foks wish was speechless. But in the beginning I knew only 
a few dozen words, and had difficulty in pronouncing them, because 
without any teeth it is indeed difficult — aye, next to impossible! 
— to correctly enunciate certain syllables. To aid in correct pro
nunciation, therefore, and also to abet the budding bicuspids my 
parents gave me a dictionary to chew upon. This accounts, in part 
for my pure grammar and my flawless diction. Don’t it? *

As I approached school age my mother approached me. In her hand 
were twenty-six cards each bearing a separate letter of the alphabet 

Take a card,” she told me. "Just any card. Don’t tell me what it 
is. Sooner or later I have to be right.” In this ma me- I learned 
my alphabet and mastered the art of putting letters together -to make 
alphabet soup. All through grammar school I never allowed myself to 
forget those twenty-six letters my mother had taught me. It might 
suprise some people to know that still, after all these years I vet 
remember a part of my alphabet. ’ •

Up to the ago of eight I have but three vivid memories. Once I 
robbed my sister’s pig bank and treated all the kids in the • neighbor w 
nood to ice-cream cones, candy bars, and peanuts. It is problementl 
cal whether this made as much of an impression on me as did w 
ather, later. Another time I slipped over a neighbor’s rear fence 

in company with a boy named "Red” and Red and I slipped over a thou
sand of this neighbor’s choicest domesticated strawberries down our 
parched,gullets. We slipped. We were so full and so sick we were un
able to negotiate the return trip over the fence. At the bottom of it 
we were discovered by our strawberryless neighbor. Gawd, how I hate 
stawberries!

ML??irdT memory bears upon .a subject near and dear to us
all. While I was barely able to read — about seven T __ t
TWENTY THOUSAND LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA. My course was set.“ From that 
moment henceforward I was a rabid pseudo-science reader.

During tho war I lived in Old Hickory, Tennessee, then the
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world’s powder plant. It was a paradise for kids. The river hugged 
the town and the woods surrounded it, I played Roh in Hood and Cops 
and Rohhers and Sir Lancelot and Cowboys and Indians every sunny ' day 
and although I’ve forgotten archery I can still wield a mean broad 
sword and buckler. But it was here in Old Hickory that I ruined my 
eyesight. My favorite relaxation was to pop down flat on my stomach 
in bright sunlight and read Jules Verns, G. A. Henty and the Boy 
Scout handbook.

After the war I moved to Denver, Colorado, where I divided my 
Interests between moving picture serials like "The Radio Man,” "The 
Man With The Iron Foot," and "Robinson Crusoe" and catching up on my 
fantascience reading. I had come across THE BLIND SPOT in old Hickory 
and had followed it up with other Munsey masterpieces upon their or
iginal publication. In Denver there was a large public library and I 
found therein literally hundreds of books in the scientifiction cate
gory.

Between the age of 12 and 16 there’s a sort of gap- in my recol
lections, During that period I did nothing spectacular $nd apparent
ly nothing happened to me of sufficient Import to demand a . place in 
my fondest reminiscences. In fact we might well extend this mental 
hiatus on to my college days, because the only important things I can 
remember between 1922 and 1927 are THE SHIP OF TSTAR, OUT OF .THE 
MOON, WEIRD TALES, and AMAZING STORIES. Goshi I can. still remember my 
first Weird Tales, It had a cover devoted to RED ETHER hy Peterson 
Marzoni (a friend of whom I recently met), and the stories in Weird 
were like the answers to a fervent prayer. Then later when AMAZING 
appeared for the first time I almost developed hydrophobia. I ran 
home so fast to get a quarter with .which to buy it, that people along 
the way looked at my lather and contemplated the possibility of a 
whiteboy ~running amok.

In college I had a very good time. I engaged in the usual dram
atic endeavors but wound up business manager of the Tennessee Players 
instead of -president. I wrote a lot and dabbled in everything. For 
ny college years I was the guilty party publishing a gossip column 
called BODY BY FISCHER in the school paper, and I was in turn Art 
Editor, Humor Editor, Story Editor, and Editor of the now defunct 
MUGWUMP — the college humor publication. In my spare time I "ushed" 
in a local theatre, free-lanced for two newspapers at $5,00 per ar
ticle, and dated in every spare moment. ((Fred modestly neglects to 
mention that he founded the famous, nationwide college literary soc
iety, the Sigma Upsilon. So we’ll do it for him. ASJG)).

In 1932 A. D. (after diploma) I took turns proof-reading, tried 
to- sell different types of unsellable articles, and hunted for work 
in general. In 1933 I quit hunting and got married. Contrary to 
love’s young dream two cannot live as cheaply as one and even that 
one can’t live on love. Work caught up with me and I became general 
flunkey for a loan company. In rapid &nd undeserved stages I ..was 
collector, assistant manager and manager. Not satisfied with this, I 
start&d my own company. Then the Tennessee Valley Authority got me 
and I“’m still with that organization and very happy about the whole 
thing,

In my open hours I write for fan magazines, read fantasy, strug
gle to compose saleable radio programs, and work around the house and 
yard repairing things or planting flowers or building things. I no 
longer smoke, I can’t afford to be a drunkard, and I enjoy fairly 
good health. My favorite exercises are walking, swimming, and playing 
badminton, tennis, or pingpong. My social graces simmer down to 

(Concluded on page 31)
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slightly above average bridge and Astaire-like dancing. I’m not kid 
ding about the latter. I really enjoy tripping the terpischorean and 
have reason to believe I’m a prett smooth feller. My wife tells me 
so.

I’m not introverted. I’m not extroverted, I take the middle 
road and am very mercurial in disposition. Some people say it’s tem
perament. My wife says its temper. I say I’ve never seen so many 
”I’s” in my life as the number used in the last two paragraphs. But 
believe it or not, there’s not much egotism in my makeup. All that 
has long since been jarred out of me. Every time I. bbgin to think I’m 
smart I come up with the dumbest bit of brainwork. It’s all very con
fusing, but just bear with me and remember that this ’’auto’’ was 
not MY idea!

THE END 
n n n n ti 11 it it tt tt n it it it tt it tt n it it n tt tt it tt tt tt tt tt it it tt tt tt n tt it tt»it it tt tt st it tt it it it tt 11 it it tt it n it tt n tt tt it it tt ti»it tt tt 

Rebuttal to S, Ships and S. War. Concluded from page 28

nonH and load it with grape shot or some other metal shot made just 
for that purpose. With a long barrel on your gun, there won’t be too 
much divergence, but you still have a much better chance of hitting 
the target than you would have xith a single shot. And if I were the 
enemy, there io nothing I sh^o..i.d like less than to have my ship rid
dled with »mall holes. would be deuced embarressing.

Your "shot1’ won’* lose speed due to air resistance and you won’t 
have any trajectories to plot. Did someone mention the gravitational 
effect of'the ships themselves? Well ----

A lO^OOOton, 100-foot ship would have the tremendous pull of 
.00000265 g’s at its surface. In other words, the maximum accelera
tion the gravity of such a ship could produce would be.0000085 ft. 
per sec. It would take an object 14 minutes to fall one foot in that 
gravity. Let’s forget about trajectories!
__________________ ______________ THE END _________ _________________ _  

fee Telecaster. Concluded from page 18.

dering what the hell, and unable to find any semblence of a 3911 Park 
St. The ironic thing about the who business is that Gilbert moved 
just before he received her card, so that even if sho had found the 
correct Park street, Gilbert would have been most conspicious by his 
absence. He’s still trying to convince her that he exists.

Milty Rothman tells us that Lester Del Ray, the Astounding 
author, has at last cleaned his room.' He sounded very awed -.and 
incredulous about it all, and having heard of the famous Del Ray room 
we can readily imagine why. Milty also tells us that Jack Speer has 
a new car, "The Spirit of Foo Foo". Both of them ran down to see 
Russell Chauvenet a while back, and Jack will probably drive the Sp
irit to the Denvention.

A note to Jack Townsend, Al Maxwell, Joe Hudson, and you other 
Southern fans — howse about joining up, fellows? The dues are only 
fifty cents a year, you receive printed stationary — the D I X I E 
FANTASY FEDERATION is the first American fan organi
zation to offer free printed stationary to its members — stickers, a 
printed membership card, voting privelages, a two-bit cut on a year’s 
sub to the STAR (the subscription price to No’th’nuhs is fifty cents 
to DFF members only a quarter) and members are welcome to join the 
Southern group trip to the Denvention. Ducs may be paid to the DFF’s 
Secretary, pro-tern, Joe Gilbert, at 3600 Grand St., Columbia, South 
Carolina. And don’t forget, please, that we want to hear from all 
of you.

See you here again nest issue. Cheerio, everyone.



SORRY ABOUT THAT COVER. SEE THE EDI
TORIAL PAGE FOR A COMPLETE EXPLANA
TION. THE ARTICLE YOU MENTION IS 
EXCELLENT STUFF AND WILL BE IN THE 
THIRD ISSUE. . MANY, MANY THANKS.

First off, then, I was both 
pleased and disappointed with the 
STAR. After seeing Jenkins' other 
efforts, I don't see how he could 
have perpetrated such a thing as the 
cover,

I believe it's inexperience 
rather than bad art, because Jenkins 
drew those other pictures I saw, too 
and they were swell. He just has to 
get used to using less detail!

The general set-up of the mag
azine was good, and the typing on 
the whole wonderful. The margins — 
perfect! Only three misspelled words 
noted, and only five typographical 
errors — two in my own STAR PORT. 
Curse you, Jack Dalton!

The editorial was well done, 
and the acknowledgements neatly pre
sented. Sure enough, Joe, the whole 
editorial was dignified and business 
like and appealing.

Here’s another kick — ■ and a 
LOUD ONE! Quit breaking up the ar
ticles, carrying them from page to 
page, continuing from here to there 
and back. Especially NEVER continue 
an article on a page BEFORE it be
gins. My Gawd! You'll never get a 
pro-editor job that way.

I like the idea of the state 
and the subject, as ’’Maryland" and 
’’Article", being presented along 
with title and author. Very new — 
very clever! Enjoyed Warner's adven
tures in re-reading, but then, I al
ways enjoy Warner, His tastes and 
mine are remarkably similar.

(Continued*-——---——---)
THE HANDWRITING ON THE 

WALL was VERY good and VERY 
well-written. Congratula
tions, Joe! You’ve got mo 
convinced, and Itm really a 
hard person to convince when 
I have always entertained 
such strong preconceived 

-notions about a thing as I 
have about the general 
absurdity of o^arhniogy.

FROM THE CHICAGO ROCKET 
FIELD I didn’t care for. 
Sorry, and no offense th 
Korshak meant. He wrote a 
very Interesting news arti
cle, but it was interlarded 
with too much ’’I1’ stuff and 
besides, THE STAR is a 
Southern magazine. What the 
hell do we Southerners care 
about the entirely personal 
adventurings of a bunch of 
Chicago fans. I know I'm not 
broadminded in this respect, 
but it's MY opinion. Proba
bly nobody else. I’ll almost 
bet that I'll be put in my 
place by a bunch of fans 
claiming it's the best thing 
in the magazine. Oh, well!

THE TELECASTER, good! 
Enough said. Neat setup, and 
Hanson made just the kind of 
speech needed of the presi
dent of a really serious 
purposed organization. Huz- 
zah to him. How different 
from you know who!

THE STORM LOVER. Phew- 
WWWWWW

THE 1 MUNSEY PANORAMA. 
Wonderful idea and something
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from 1917 ' or thereabouts. Inci
dentally ..he makes the first mei> 
tion I have seen of the ’’Semi 
Dual” stories, I think I read
only one of them — perhaps two. 
I have no particular desire to 
read any of them again.

Lowndes* poetry is usually 
good and this is no exception. 
His poetry is, as a _rxawral 
thing, to his I 
think. I al sb lilPd ”’Spa^ ®iTps 
and Space War” quite well. The 
editorial policy is very commen
dable. It will be ratnor herd to 
stick to it, but it will, be 
worth the effort. Go to it! All 
in all the issue is satisfactory 
and there is no single item or 
department that is without in
terest.

I really should be down in 
your part of the country, so I 
could'meet the old grey-beards, 
like Hanson and McQueen, who are 
mens of your organization. ((I’m 
a greybeard, too, or was at 
least. Had one on to play a 
discinle in the Black Hills 
Passion Play. When I saw myself 
in the mirror they had to drag 
me on the stage. U'hh. 1 feel 
sick! X*)). Most people who 
are willing to admit a great in
terest in science-fiction and 
fanthsy are from ten tO\ twenty 
years younger than near—gaffers 
like myself and the abovo-men
tioned fans.

Good luck. . _
—D. B. THOMPSON

CONSIDERING THE SOURCE, THE 
FOLLOWING IS COMPLIMENTARY IN 
THE EXTREME’

...Except for the cover, 
Volume 1, No, 1, wasn’t so bad. 
I am awaiting a second number 
with much interest,

—H. C. KOENIG

POETRY WITH A STRONG FANTASY 
ELEMENT IS A MUCH DESIRED ITEM 
AT PRESENT.

There follows comment on

( Coreinuer
I '^Suad-it XafcsfcratXgg. ifc 

faot o’to of■. thd very fovz funzinos 
I’ v© taken the trouble to read 
Through in recent months. Most of 
them bore me stiff,.! must admit.

I liked best of all Panur
ge’s column. Next comes Handwri
ting on the Wall for reasons 
quite obvious. Though I casi’t 
help but feel that you didn’t 
need my handwriting to write that 
analysis; my letters should have 
given all the leads for such a 
write-up. ((Keeping personal 
knowledge of an individual from 
affecting an analysis of his hand 
is, as you say, rather difficult. 
Be assured, however, that "Very 
effort is made to keep the analy
sis as objective and unprejudiced 
as is humanely possible. JG)), 
However, handwriting analysis' is 
one of those relatively un-vital- 
things, (so far as I, personally 
am concerned) where it makes lit
tle difference whether I believe 
in it or noto Therefore, since 
no one is going to be hurt if my 
opinion is wrong, I shall take 
sides ’without further ado and be
lieve what pleases me, (As if I 
wouldn’t anyways I) ' ( ('fed ch soems 
to me to, in itself, rather bear 
out the comments made upon your 
handwriting in the first STAR. 
JG.)).

And I’ll try to get ~Dtmo 
more poetry for further issues 
for you,

{-.-ROBERT W. LOWNDES

WITH MORLEY’S HELP WE’LL*. SURETY 
DO OUR BEST TO GET THOSE “SCOOPS” 
AND THANK YOU FOR THE VERY HIND 
ENCOURAGEMENT. '

Thanks for the first copy of 
your fanmag. It most certainly is 
a fine paper. Especially ’’Pan
urge’s" column; a 10ng-sought-for 
Munsey review?. .

Hope you can give some worth 
while ’’scoops” on the profession
als now and then, too.

You will find enclosed twen
ty-five cents for the next three 
issues.
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really worthwhile that any fan 
magazine would" yammer for, but 
tell Panurge fdr me fe-o lay soft’ 
all those interpolations and 
side tracks. It makes thy highly 
important and informative text 
too hard to follow. He makes 
himself (Panurge) seem like a 
sleigh-rider with a snootful of 
snow. Funny in spots, informa
tive all the way through, but 
too much pointless verbiage...

Liked THE PASSENGER LIST. 
Sehnert’s introduction was very 
amusing.

Well, on the whole, congra
tulations, Joe. Guess I expec
ted too much of you. After all, 
for a first issue THE SOUTHERN 
STAR undoubtedly rang the bell 
for copy (ahem!) and for general 
typing setup. I still object, 
however, to those raised capital 
letters ((A defect nor; remedied, 
you’ll note. JG)), which always 
bothered me, but praise the fine 
margins and the NEAT, unsmeared 
go tup as a whole.
•.. A fellow fan hare in Knox

ville is getting embroiled in a 
letter argument with me. He says 
he’d like to live forever and 
advances arguments as to why. I 
say I wouldn’t because I would 
be as a cave man to the future 
man. Anyway, the argument is ra
ging, If it is ever' completed 
you like to see • exoerpts from 
it?

FRED W. FISCHER

(C-e nt inued- -»----------------- -------------- )
how shall I put it? Well, anyway, 
itM ' clever the way everything is 
decked out like an actual voyage 
in space, including log, passenger 
list, etc,. Damn clever. Cover 
should have been a space ship st
reak ring thru snace, thoo

— LEW MARTIN

THANK YOU.

CAN’T AGREE CONCERNING THE 
SPACE SHIP. THE SUBJECT HAS 
BEEN SO OFTEN ON BOTH FAN AND 
PRO MAGAZINES THAT IT IS ALMOST 
A SIMILE FOR TRITENESS IN ART. 
HOW DO YOU LIKE THE COVER ON 
THIS ISSUE? .

Just got the first issue of 
the SOUTHERN STAR and am very 
pleased with. it.’ I»m not 
going to say that it is the very 
beat first Issue of anv farrmag to 
date beeau.se I don’t'believe it is 
but it is far better than the 
usual first issue, and quite com
parable to the regular issues of 
many of the old-timers.

First, for the brickbats. 
There are very few. In fact the 
only serious criticism I have to 
make is in the hand-lettering. 
I’ve been a draftsman off and on 
for several years, which accounts 
for my noticing the matter,. no 
doubt. Not every one can do a 
good job of lettering even with a 
pencil or pen; of those who can, a 
great many fail when they try it 
with a.mimeograph scriber. The 
lettering throughout the magazine 
is very poor. ((My fault, again. 
Tracer it irom the original with
out a ruler. Notice any improve
ment in the re-designed depart
ment heads this time? JG)). I 
suggest that until you can get 
someone who can do a good job in 
this line, you use typewritten 
letters for department headings, 
titles, and so forth.

Ah yes, me deems X • . haven’t 
written you anything about the 
STAR, have I? Well, I’m too 
damn sleepy now, but 1 will say 
that it passed my expeptatlonsby 
far, except for the art work... 
The whole thing was swell, tho, 
and the idea of the thing, uh,

I like the make-up of the 
contents page very well. Haven’t 
seen anything like it previously. 
The mimeographing throughout is 
quite satisfactory, and that is 
an important item.

Best single item 
is "Tho Munsey Panorama'
read relatively 
ics he mentions, 
fairly regular

I think, 
I have

few. of the stor- 
although I was a

reader
ahd All-Story during

of Argosy 
the years

beeau.se
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that we look for in a biog of 
that length, tho a longer one 
could have given some more person 
al details.

And here I am at the back 
cover and it’s past 11:00, so 
guhd nite, (Wait! 1 must note 
that down! Sabotage ghughuism by 
always spelling it guhguh. Hmmm, 
I guess it’s not worth trying 
after all.)

Hasta el Hablar
— JACK SPEER

THE COMPLETION OF AN ARTICLE ON 
THE PAGES PRECEDING IT IN THE 1 . 
STAR, WAS A FIRST ISSUE TECHNICAL 
"BUG” THAT ASSURREDLY WILL NOT 
OCCUR AGAIN.

Enclosed is a dim© for the 
2nd issue of THE SOUTHERN STAR, 
which I understand is to appear 
shortly, as I don’t want to miss 
out on another article on The
Munsey Masterpieces by Panurge. 
I thought this article and the 
one by Gilbert on handwriting 
the best features in your 1st is
sue, Close behind, however, were 
the articles and departments by 
Warner, Fischer and Korshak. All 
in all, a well-rounded first is
sue, The one thing I would like 
to see you do away with is the 
jumping around from back-to-front 
to back in order to finish an 
article. This is a bit annoying,
especially when some of the page 
numbers are omitted. Here’s 
hoping you have a lot of support
from Southern fans.

—EMRYS EVANS

WE WOULD APPRECIATE MORE RATINGS 
BY THE "SPACEWAYS’’ 1 to 10 METHOD 
©N THIS ISSUE. BY THIS SYSTEM 10 
IS ABSOLUTE TOPS; 1 ABSOLUTE ZERO 
AND THE INTERMEDIATE NUMBERS SER
VE TO GRADE AN ARTICLE FROM GOOD 
TO FAIR ON DOWN. THIS SYSTEM MA
KES TABULATION OF READER’S OPIN
ION ON ANY INDIVIDUAL ITEM MUCH 
SIMPLER.

The Southern Star: Cover 
6; -Contents 7; Round Robin 7; 
Adventures in Re-Reading 6; Hand-

(Continued----—--
writing on the Wall 8; Chicago 
9; For Adana 5; Pic 5; From The 
Starport 6; Comet News 4; The 
Telecaster 7; Dreams Come True 
8; Storm Lover 6; Munsey Panor
ama 7; SS&SW —- I hato tMngs 
since I’m prejudiced; Passenger 
List 8; Ads 4, Format gets six, 
and other numerous odd things 
get eight. I’m quite critical, 
and a 6.5 average puts your mag 
shoulders out for a first issue.
I see nothing magnificent about 
that contents page. The Comet 
has always been better. It was 
good, though. Doc Lowndes slip 
ped up on his piece —— he’s 
driving Adana in the ground...

—JOE FOBTIER

SEQUEL TO "SPACE SHIPS AND SPACE 
WAR" IS OLIVER-SAARI’S REBUTTAL 
IN THIS ISSUE. WE THOUGHT ~IT 
EXTREMELY WELL WORKED OUT, BUT 
IF ANYONE WOULD STILL LIKE TO 
DIVE INTO THIS BRAWL, SWINGING 
HIS TYPEWRITER, WE SHALL BE MOST 
HAPPY TO STAND GLEEFULLY ON THE 
SIDELINES AND WATCH THE SLAUGH
TER .

It appears that you had 
very nearly as much trouble get
ting your first issue out as Jim 
Avery and I had with Spaceways. 
Only difference is that I was 
lucky enough to find a mimeo of 
my own and get the thing out 
only ten days or so after it was 
due. Don’t worry, though; I know 
the feeling all too well!

You did a really stroll job ' 
on this first issue, though, and 
It’s far better than most first 
issues. The reproduction'could 
hardly be improved upon, the 
typographical errors are few and 
far between, the entire make— 
up and format (except for that 
awful feeling I had for a moment 
wondering whether you’d loft out 
the last page of Panurge’s arti
cle!) are entirely adequate.

The cover is good, especi 
ally since Harry tells me it 
was your first experience with 
stenciling, One suggestion I mi-
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(Continued——-------------------------)
The top o* luck, 

Tours in Fantasy
—WALTER A. CARRITHERS

THE BOUNDRIES OF THE DIXIE FAN
TASY FEDERATION WILL BE SET AT 
THE COLUMBIA CONFERENCE.

Jenkins’ cover was GK after 
you figured it out, but he has a 
fault like Giunta’s of putting 
too much stuff in a picture so 
that the main features are ob
scured.

Harry’s article was very 
good, hit an angle previously un
touched. Lowndes' poem' was not 
bad, but most of the punch was in 
the first line or two of each 
stanza.

■ Fischer's column wasn’t 
quite up to his FD standard. The 
Trowe Ytt or Nille (wish I hadn’t 
capitalized those words) items 
were of fair interest, but we can 
get those things in the daily pa
pers. That’un about the Pleides 
won’t hold water, anyhow, as the 
’’correct1' number of them is many 
times more than seven. The letter 
from England was only typical. 
And the remarks about how wonder
ful the human body is doesn’t add 
up to anything.

Korshak’s article interes
ting on the whole, tho, Korshak 
being’Korshak, the grammar and 
diction are sometimes rather- 
ghastly. By the way, there's 
an easy improvement you could 
make in the STAR: type more care
fully, proofread, and use correc
tion fluid. It isn’t bad now, but 
there’s room for improvement.

I noticed ’’probably” spelled 
"probally” several times. Maybe 
that’s the way you pronounce it 
(I pronounce it "probly”, but 
that’s beside the point), but you 
aren’t using the colloquial style 
of grammar and spelling in gener
al, so "probally1’ looks like a 
slip-up, ((It was. JG)).

Hanson’s message sets forth 
several things I’m wondering 
about. Foremost, there’s his

(Continued------------------—-- —) 
listing of the Southern states. 
It doesn’t even include all the 
members of the Southern Confed
eracy, including the toughest 
one of all, Texas, which Is 
as Southern culturally as any-- 
thing this side of North Carol
ina. Hanson omits all the trans
Mississippi area, though this 
was settled by Southern people 
and was slave territory (indica
ting ii!s geographically as well 
as — shall I say ethnologically 
— a part of the South), and its 
fandom is in the same state as 
that in the eastern South. What 
I said about Texas applies, to a 
lesser degree, to my home state 
((Oklaholma. JG)), and certain 
Iv to Arkasas and to ‘Missouri, 
too £ ,

I’d like to hear more about 
what is planned for the Dixiecon 
particularly the where of it. 
If it were planned for Washing
ton, I think there’d be a very 
good chance of getting it, bar
ing unforeseens. Boston and Wash 
ington were the two places in 
mind at Chicago for 1942, and 
with the reverses to Boston in 
Chauvenet's departure, Single
ton’s suicide, and the Swisher’s 
blessed event, they have faded 
somewhat. Perdue will be back 
here- as he now plans. On the 
other hand, Dick Wilson said 
he’d like to see the Convention 
in Miami, and the idea has its 
attractions. Attendance at Den
ver may be an important guide to 
the importance of geography 
as a factor.

Jenkins’ story was fair. 
Fischer’s poem mostly good, had 
some clumsy spots in it. ' ’ '

Panurge’s Panorama^promtse§ 
Unfortunately too much of the 
first article in the series was 
taken up with introductory mut
terings. Takes some time to cure 
oneself of the habit; I still do 
it in moments of weakness.

Hanson's biog • interesting; 
it covers the essentials • and 
tells us the things about him
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that we look for in a biog of 
that length, tho a longer one 
could have given some more person 
al details.

And here I am at the back 
cover and it’s past 11:00, so 
guhd nite, (Waitl 1 must note 
that down! Sabotage ghughuism by 
always spelling it guhguh. Hmmm. 
I guess it’s not worth trying 
after all.)

Hasta el Hablar
— JACK SPEER

THE COMPLETION OF AN ARTICLE ON 
THE PAGES PRECEDING IT IN THE 1 . 
STAR, WAS A FIRST ISSUE TECHNICAL 
"BUG” THAT ASSURREDLY WILL NOT 
OCCUR AGAIN.

Enclosed is a dime for the 
2nd issue of THE SOUTHERN STAR, 
which I understand is to appear 
shortly, as I don’t want to miss 
out on another article on The 
Munsey Masterpieces by Panurge. 
I thought this article and the 
one by Gilbert on handwriting 
the best features in your 1st is
sue. Close behind, however, were 
the articles and departments by 
Warner, Fischer and Korshak, All 
in all, a well-rounded first is
sue. The one thing I would like 
to see you do away with is the 
jumping around from back-to-front 
to back in order to finish an 
article. This is a bit annoying, 
especially when some of the page 
numbers are omitted. Here's 
hoping you have a lot of support 
from Southern fans.

--EMRYS EVANS

WE WOULD APPRECIATE MORE RATINGS 
BY THE "SPACEWAYS” 1 to 10 METHOD 
GN THIS ISSUE. BY THIS SYSTEM 10 
IS ABSOLUTE TOPS; 1 ABSOLUTE ZERO 
AND THE INTERMEDIATE NUMBERS SER
VE TO GRADE AN ARTICLE FROM GOOD 
TO FAIR ON DOWN. THIS SYSTEM MA
KES TABULATION OF READER’S OPIN
ION ON ANY INDIVIDUAL ITEM MUCH 
SIMPLER.

The Southern Star: Cover
6; -Contents 7; Round Robin 7; 
Adventures in Re-Reading 6; Hand-

(Continued------------ -
writing on the Wall 8; Chicago 
9; For Adana 5; Pic 5; From The 
Starport 6; Comet News 4; The 
Telecaster 7; Dreams Cnme True 
8; Storm Lover 6; Munsey Panor
ama 7; SS&SW ---- I hato things 
since I’m prejudiced; Passenger 
List 8; Ads 4, Format gets six, 
and other numerous odd things 
get eight. I’m quite critical, 
and a 6.5 average puts your mag 
shoulders out for a first issue. 
I see nothing magnificent about 
that contents page. The Comet 
has always been better. It was 
good, though. Doc Lowndes slip 
ped up on his piece — he’s 
driving Adana in the ground...

— JOE FORTIER

SEQUEL TO “SPACE SHIPS AND SPACE 
WAR" IS OLIVER SAARI’S REBUTTAL 
IN THIS ISSUE. WE THOUGHT IT 
EXTREMELY WELL WORKED OUT, BUT 
IF ANYONE WOULD STILL LIKE TO 
DIVE INTO THIS BRAWL, SWINGING 
HIS TYPEWRITER, WE SHALL BE MOST 
HAPPY TO STAND GLEEFULLY ON THE 
SIDELINES AND WATCH THE SLAUGH
TER.

It appears that you had 
very nearly as much trouble get
ting your first issue out as Jim 
Avery and I had with Spaceways. 
Only difference is that I was 
lucky enough to find a mimeo of 
my own and get the thing out 
only ten days or so after it was 
due. Don’t worry, though; I know 
the feeling all too well] '

You did a really stroll Job ' 
on this first issue, though, and 
it’s far better than most first 
issues. .The reproduction could 
hardly be improved upon, the 
■typographical errors are few and 
far between, the entire make__
up and format (except for that 
awful feeling I had for a moment 
wondering whether you’d left out 
the last page of Panurge’s arti
cle:) are entirely adequate.

The cover is good, especi 
ally since Harry tells me ' it 
was your first experience with 
stenciling. One suggestion I mi-
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(Continued-—- ------------------------- —“*)
The top o’ luck, 

Tours in Fantasy
—WALTER A. CARRITHERS

THE BOUNDRIES OF THE DIXIE FAN
TASY FEDERATION WILL BE SET AT 
THE COLUMBIA CONFERENCE.

Jenkins’ cover was GK after 
you figured it out, hut he has a 
fault like Giunta's of putting 
too much stuff in a picture so 
that the main features are ob
scured.

Harry’s article was very 
good, hit an angle previously un
touched. Lowndes’ poem' was not 
bad, but most of the punch was in 
the first line or two of each 
stanza.

Fischer’s column wasn’t 
quite up to his FD standard. The 
Trowe Ytt or Nille (wish I hadn’t 
capitalized those words) items 
were of fair interest, but we can 
get those things in the dally pa
pers. That’un about the Pleides 
won’t hold water, anyhow, as the 
'’correct” number of them is many 
times more than seven. The letter 
from England was only typical. 
And the remarks about how wonder
ful the human body is doesn’t add 
up to anything.

Korshak’s article interes
ting on the whole, tho, Korshak 
being ’Korshak, the grammar and 
diction are sometimes rather- 
ghastly. By the way, there’s 
an easy improvement you could 
make in the STAR: type more care
fully, proofread, and use correc
tion fluid. It isn’t bad now, but 
there’s room for improvement.

I noticed ’’probably” spelled 
’’probally” several times. Maybe 
that’s the way you pronounce it 
(I pronounce it ”probly”, but 
that’s beside the point), but you 
aren’t using the colloquial style 
of grammar and spelling in gener
al, so "probally1” looks like a 
slip-up, ((It was. JG)).

" Hanson’s message sets forth 
several things I’m wondering 
about. Foremost, there’s his

(Continued--------- - -------------- ------) 
listing of the Southern states. 
It doesn’t even include all the 
members of the Southern Confed
eracy, including the toughest 
one of all, Texas, which Is 
as Southern culturally as any
thing this side of North Carol
ina. Hanson omits all the trans - 
Mississippi area, though this 
was settled by Southern people 
and was slave territory (indica
ting ii!s geographically as well 
as — shall I say ethnologically 
— a part of the South), and its 
fandom is in the same state as 
that in the eastern South. What 
I said about Texas applies, to a 
lesser degree, to my home state 
((Oklaholma. JG)), and certain 
Iv to Arkasas and to 'Missouri, 
too a ,

I’d like to hear more about 
what is planned for the Dixiecon 
particularly the where of it. 
If it were planned for Washing
ton, I think there’d bo a very 
good chance of getting it, bar
ing unforeseens. Boston and Wash 
ington were the two places in 
mind at Chicago for 1942, and 
with the reverses to Boston in 
Chauvenet’s departure, Single
ton’s suicide, and the Swisher’s 
blessed event, they have faded 
somewhat. Perdue will be back 
here as he now plans. On the 
other hand, Dick Wilson said 
he’d like to see the Convention 
in Miami, and the idea has its 
attractions. Attendance at Den
ver may be an important guide to 
the importance of geography 
as a factor.

Jenkins’ story was fair. 
Fischer’s poem mostly good, had 
some clumsy spots in it. '

Panurge’s Panorama,, promise? 
Unfortunately too much of the 
first article in the series was 
taken up with introductory mut
terings. Takes some time to cure 
oneself of the habit; I still do 
it in moments of weakness.

Hanson's blog • interesting; 
it covers the essentials - and 
tells us the things about him
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ght make (which, you probably have 
already realized) is that use of 
a ruler for the straight' lines 
would help" the app6aS“anae a lot 
where they’re supposed to be 
straight.

As for material — well, I’d 
better not go into detail, for I 
want to get this off to you as 
soon as I can, and this might go 
on and on for page after page"If 
I started to talk about every 
thing in this issue. Almost all 
was good, in my humble opinion. 
As I think I told you before, 
Fischer is one of my favorite fan 
authors, and his col mn looks as 
though It’s going tote a suita
ble sequel to the one that appear 
ed in Golden Atom. And his cor
respondence with McQueen about sp 
ace wars is more intriguing than 
I’d thought possible. I wouldn’t 
mind seeing a continuation of it, 
though I have grave doubts as to 
whether there’ll even be such a 
thing. If it’s to be between two 
rockets out in space, for instan
ce, problems might be worked out. 
But if it’s to be something like 
one fleet trying to invade or 
attack another planet, and the 
attacked planet’s fleet going up 
to drive them’away, I fear it’s 
too much even to think of. Look 
at how long it’s taken England to 
get some sort of defense up 
against invasion from just one 
side of her coast, and a’ little 
tiny coast as interplanetary dis
tances would go; then imagine 
what a task"it would be to try to 
find a imanrar of Intercepting a 
fleet headed, to destroy a..world 
when you don’t know where they’re 
headed for on the world’s surface 
or in which* direction they’re 
coming (except that they’ll be 
coming from up). Me, I think that 
if it should ever come down to a 
war between two worlds with inter 
planetary travel well developed, 
either side would ruin the other 
the instant it chose and it 
would end up with both sides 
hopelessly knocked out. And as 
for weapons in space — shrapnel 
is out of the question, and I 

think more practical than rays 
would be some sort of catalyst 
or transmuting substance capable 
of working in the void of space, 
which would eat holes in the 
hull of a space ship and very 
effectively knock it out of com
ission, and not do the crew a 
bit of good, either!

Also liked* very much Panur
ge ’ s Ifunaey .solifem, .and ’shall he 
lookihg forward to future in
stallments. I’m going to be par
ticularly interested in getting 
the dates of the best fantasies 
from 1920 • to date in Argosy, 
for the second-hand store here 
has plenty of copies for the 
last twenty years and the only 
thing that’s held me back from 
getting some of the best stories 
is the job of having to hunt 
through piles of issues.

But I’d better stop here 
now and stop while the stopping 
is good. The whole issue was 
swell, and hope you can keep up 
the good work,..

—HARRY WARNER, JR. ■ Tl - ■ . II* .... ■■■■ I, I *****
CHIEF DIFFICULTY WITH HECTOGRAPH 
ING IS LEGIBILITY — OR IT’S 
LACK — AND THE DECIDEDLY LIMIT
ED NUMBER OF READABLE COPIES 
OBTAINABLE WITH IT.

Received SOUTHERN STAR in 
rather good condition. I still 
can’t see why all the commotion 
was made 'about the Jinx, ((If 
this month’s covers come out the 
way we’re praying they will,'I 
believe the reason will become 
rather evident. JG)). After 
reading the ads I expected to 
see a magazine filled to the 
brim with fan art by the sensa
tion of 1941, Harry Jenkins. And 
what do I get....,a* cover and a 
little bit of lettering*. Let ’him 
show his amazing .talent’ ’.with 
more work.

After all, is not fan art 
th3 backbone of fandom?

Of the contents I really en 
joyed the Munsey Panorama. The 
rest was good enough.

Let’s have better spelling
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and grammar, and bring the capi
tals down on thef typewriter.

Oh, yes...and also very good 
was the handwriting on the wS.ll, 
Enjoyed that Immensely"'

Mimeoing was done rather 
well.

I’m enclosing a quarter for 
the next three issues. Let’s have 
the others done much better. Why 
not hekto then?. Then Harry1 s work 
could be shown to good advantage.

—BOB JONES

YAAAAAHH, YA DANG YANKEES, .WVE 
GOT OURSELVES A FEM FAN DOWN HERE 
TOOJ WE’LL SEND A PIC OF VIRGINIA 
TO EVERYONE WE PARTICULARLY WANT 
TO ATTEND THE “DIXIECON"• WE KNOW 
THAT’LL GET ’EM DOWN HERE’

First came the STAR, and a 
day or so later your letter. So 
to take the things in order, I’ll 
start with the STAR.

The poetry was good, but 
could be"better. The Telecaster 
certainly will fill a need, long 
felt, in keeping fans united here 
in the~Deep South. My own feel 
ings were crystal!zed in one sen
tence, thus, Maybe there are oth
er she-fans who will make them
selves known. And don’t forget, I 
am all for the ’’Dixiecon”. I en
joyed the biography very much and 
hope to know the life stories be
hind all the fans (I never did 
know just what made them tick but 
I suppose that is psychology).Pl
ease, can’t they be a bit longer, 
and more detailed? ((Like it bet 
ter this time? JG)).

The Handwriting On The Wall 
was swell and had the added at
traction of novelty, ((Awwwwwww, 
’tworcn’t nuttin’, Gal. But, 
thanks, anyway! JG)) "

The Munsey Panorama was a 
stellar feature. Boy, those old 
timers “were" the stuff.".".

' and Fischer only got 
wound good. There must be plenty 
more where that came from so 
let’s hear "'"from ’em often, I 
also thought Fischer showed up 
well in the gossip cbltimn, but 
being a woman that was natural I 

suppose. Anyway, he gets a vote 
from me, Harry Jenkins, Jr., de
serves a long time contract with 
a bonus to start.

All this could have been 
said in one sentence, ’’You’ve 
got a swell magazine there, but 
my feminine nature rebelled and 
I had to have my say.., Thanks for 
listening...

—VIRGINIA ALLEN

TRANKS, VINCENT. DARN SORRY 
ABOUT PLUTO, AND WST 2KFS 
YOU’LL HE ABLE TO RESUME IT SOME 
TIME IN THE FUTURE.

• . Surprised pleasantly to see 
such a well-balanced first issue 
of a fan mag. SOUTHERN STAR 
should take its place with the 
top notch mags right off. Before 
I go into detail on the contents 
will voice my only complaint. Art 
Editor Harry Jenkins should 
take a bit more time with his 
work, I take It that he cut all 
the stencils and drew up the 
various headings thruout the ish 
not to mention the cover.
I assume all blame for tha 
fiasco resulting from mr 
stenciling the art for the 1st 
issue, JG)), ■ i

Best reading this ish was 
rhe Munsey Panorama; rates 9.From 
The Chicago Rocket Port: 8. From 
The Starport: 9. Think Fisch
er s and Korshak’s columns are 
well worth the space, and hope 
you’ll keep them going. Panurge’s 
Munsey stuff is the type of ma
terial I always find interesting. 
The Dual Controls: 7. Editori
als are always good, and this sh
ould be even better in times to 
come. Adventures in RewReading < 
Harry writes well, but ‘ this not 
quite so interesting. For Adana: 
6. Lowndes achieves one thing in 
a lot of his poetic efforts — —. 
quite a bit of it disgust me. 
Have been reading some of hl3 
verses in Nepenthb, and did 
find some there that I liked, but 
not so Adana. Handwriting On The 
Wall: 8. Nicely done.......... .Comet 
News: 7. I’ll bet that LRC’S
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Critique on Burroughs’ is going 
to be all right. The Telecaster: 

it’s reasonable that this will 
become one of your best features. 
Much success to the Dixie Fantasy 
Federation, 8g-. Dreams Come True: 
Harry got a nice effect out of

• The Storm Lover by 
Fischer, 7, Somewhat better than 
Lowndes. Seo below the verse that 
the SS is backing the Dcnvontion. 
On to the DENVENTIONl Space Ships 
and War 7, Not overly interes
ted yet in Spaco War, Too much on 
the planet to speculate about. 
Passenger List: 9. Good idea 
these biogs. Was pleased to read 
all about E.'B. H. Ads: 6, and 
incidentally, thanx for the plug 
for PLUTO. - ■ - -•

Wouldn’t that be '-Bembthliag 
if all you fane could attend ‘ 
Convention in a group. Hope I 
the rest of the Pluton!ans

the
& 

are

able to mee you there. ((The 
hope is quite mutual. JG)j. But 
1 might have to go A.W/O.L. I»m 
about ready to say Bingo! that’s 
my number!! -

More power to Dixie Pantnnv 
and SOUTHERN STAR. I 
next issue, '—VINCENT MANNING

***'^*<*M"M**,,l^M*,,,*ta',,,*****-»«*»m«

AND JUST TO. EID THI’.GS 0” A 
PROPERLY SOUR NOTE —| "

The STAR was an anti-climax 
after all that ballyhoo. Altho I 
couldn’t put my finger 6n.lt, it 
gave me an impression of sloppi
ness only two degrees removed 
from SUN SPOTS, it rathe-re- 
•minded’me of the old time fan 
mags back around *35-’36. Mostly 
blab. Jenkins’ cover stank, but 
I guess that wasn’t entirely his 
fault.

h Jr ri ti H n ti ;t n it tt ii n ri n <i tr ri u ;i a rr a ini a ii a a an ii ti . .... . . —ART TONER
-i a .. a a t; a a a;; u ;i;; j( i}(j ;7.. ;i~ n^Tir </ii .r H

PROM THE INTERPLANETARY
■ - ----- ------------------ TRADING

POST. . .

gal3, Here 3 where you trade off what you 
don’t want but aome other dope does, for something you want 
other dope doesn't. The service is. open to all subscribers '

- — » w x wu . don’t
tor something you want. but • the.

WANTED: Luna # 1; Tom Wright's The Comet # 1: S F 
Weekly # 3; Fantasy Fictioneer # 1; Fantasy Digest 
n 1 •

Have: Sweetness and Light # 3; Mikros # 6; Some ot
her fanzines, and some money,

1 Rajacz, 312 East Elm St 
Scranton, Pennsylvania.

HAVE:' 4oo assorted Science-fiction and general pulp

Want: Scienco-fiction magazines before ’38. Two to 
ono,

Have: Julos Verne Omnibus. Will swap for Wells’ or 
A. Merritt book.

THE END

Harry Jenkins, Jr 
8409 Santee Ave. 
Columbia, S. C,
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25f/ for quarter page;
60fZ for half page; 
tfl.00 for*, .entire pa
ge Mrertt^mentf Ex
change arts by arran
gement .

*

•«
 tfr



THESE BARGAINS TO THE FIRST BUYER!

Books:
SUGAR IN THE AIR, by Large,, 4 .25 
GOD’S SECRET, by Pier,............... .50
SHUDDERING CASTLE, Frawley,., ,25 
TARRANO THE CONQUEROR, Cummings.95 
GIRL IN THE GOLDEN ATOM, ” 2.00
MAN WHO MASTERED TIME, * 2.00
W WEREWOLF OF PARIS (Cloth) 
by_Guy Endore................. ..  l«00

Magazine-'Excerpts'?' *
Any of R.O^lrpg Argoyy.itrrios

*40
Any of Kline*s Argosy stories .50 
Any of Cummings’ Argosy stories.40 

! . * -
Or what DO ytni want? I may have it

Send cash OR money-order to:
Fred W. Fischer, 2313 Laurel Ave,, 

- Knoxville, Tennessee -

I want books by A. Merritt. Do'you 
have BURN, WITCH, BURN?

STICKERSJ
STATIONERY!

COTT’SJ

Three words that go together. Far 
quality printing send your order 
Cottts, "’Printers for the fan.”. 
Special introductory offer: ( 
200 Full Size Letterheads!
200 Regular 6 3/4 Envelopes!
500 Two Color Stickers!
All Tor only $2.00 Postpaid. : 
Fans like Bob Tucker, Harry Warn
er, Joseph Gilbert, Harry Jenkins 
Olon Wiggins, Lev; Martin, The 
Plutonians; Organizations like 
The Minneapolis*Fantasy 'Society. 
The NFFF, The DFF, The CFS, The 
IPA, The "Dixie Press” Assoclfr—-
tion, and Starlight Publications 
use Cott’s supplies. '”
Envelopes and letterheads any one 
color of ink, your choice of typo 
face. Order now!
COTT’S PRESS -----WAVERLY, KANSAS

SAYS I X T L X Z, THE MARTI/. N:

If you’ve got a dime laying around 
you’d better send It along to Phil 
Bronspn, 224 W. 6th Street, Has
tings, Minn,, if ydu don’t want to 
miss the third quality-packed is
sue of THE FANTASITE (which, inci
dentally, is a S'*T<>A*R*L^I'»G«H«'T 
Publication and the official organ 
of the Minneapolis Fantasy-Soci
ety. ) And believe me, -you 
don’t want to miss this number. 
Here’s why: it will be excellently 
mimeographed in three colors and 
will feature ’’The Science-Wirrd 
Controversy," by Carl Jacobi, ”Fan 
tasy Factory”, by Donn Brazier, 

Among The Hams and Pros,” b$ The 
Columbia Cgmp, and other great 
material by Russell, Tucker, Chap

man, Widner, etc., etc. In addition it has art work by the cream of 
the amateur fantasy artists; Dollens, Wright, Jones, etc., etc. Over 
thirty large pages of the best fan material. Twenty-five cents will 
bring you three issues of this magazine, so get busy and send for it 
fan! ’

((Grab it, boys; it’s an item! JG)).




